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Abstract
Aerodromes provide vast, relatively undisturbed, short-grass habitat along the runways and taxi track shoulders. These 
areas, kept free from overgrowing grass and other vegetation for unhindered and safe operations of aircraft, attract 
Greater Short-toed Larks Calandrella brachydactyla during their winter migration in India. Shrinking grassland cover 
outside the airports increases the ‘menace’ of larks at airfields with aircraft sometimes colliding with flocks of Short-
toed Larks during take-off or landing, leading to engine damage. Ecological preferences of larks were studied at six 
IAF airfields to identify management strategies to reduce economic losses.

Introduction
All over India, civil aerodromes and defence airfields constitute 
relatively undisturbed grassland with no grazing pressures or 
human interference. Most aerodromes manage the grassland habitat 
close to runways and taxi tracks where airfield lighting can be 
obstructed by tall vegetation. Typically a grass height of 15–20 cm is 
maintained irrespective of the actual requirements. This also helps 
aerodromes appear tidy and enables easy visual inspection. Planting 
of ‘dhub’ or Bermuda grass Cynodon dactylon was recommended by 
the BNHS in reports (1982–1988)1 to reduce the attraction of birds 
to grassland habitat of aerodromes. This recommendation has not 
been followed and most Indian aerodromes today have multiple 
species of grass growing on the runway shoulders. Mowing of 
grass is constrained due to lack of serviceable equipment and the 
rapid growth of vegetation during the rains. Grass seeds are set 
periodically and shed or dispersed by wind, attracting Greater 
Short-toed Larks Calandrella brachydactyla.

Strikes by small birds
The instances of strikes to aircraft by small birds have increased in 
IAF from a mere 5% in 1995 to over 30% in recent years2. Due to 
this, the number of engine withdrawal cases has increased. Though 
small birds do not result in severe damage to the airframe, they do 
cause nicks and bends in the turbo-engine blades. Lack of spare 
engines and the turnaround time for making damaged engines 
airworthy is very important. This hampers training and the combat 
worthiness of aircraft, e.g., flying could not be undertaken for 
about a week at Bidar during the migration period of larks and 
swallows (October) forcing a change in the training schedule.

Greater Short-toed Larks are a common ‘problem species’ at 
north-western and central Indian airfields during winter3. In 2003, 
at IAF Bidar, 40 larks got ingested into a Kiran aircraft’s engine. 
That year, in the same month, Bidar had 14 strikes in a row due 
to larks. Their population reached problematic levels during 
February 2008 at Bidar. Large numbers were seen at this airfield 
and they flew in thick flocks of up to 700 individuals. Sunrise to 
sunset observations over two days revealed a mean flock size of 
66 birds4 (50 observations, N=3,297). Small numbers (12) of Short-
toed Larks were also recorded in Hakimpet airfield (21st February 
2008) in the scrub interspersed with grassland areas. 

On 21st October 2008, the situation at Bidar airfield was 
aggravated by a sudden, heavy influx of Greater Short-toed 
Larks. The migratory aggregations persisted for seven days. 
During this period the larks basked and fed on runway surfaces, 
taxi tracks, shoulders, and short grass and sparsely grown long 
grass areas leaving no areas of the airfield unoccupied (Figs. 1a, 
b). Their population dropped after 28th October 2008. The mean 
flock size based on two days of sunrise to sunset observations in 
November 2008 was 143 birds (179 observations, N=25,586)5. The 
largest flock had more than 1,500 birds actively flying at 1639 hrs 
on 16th November 2008.

These observations provide information on the increasing 
presence and hence, ‘menace,’ of Greater Short-toed Larks at 
southern aerodromes. In this paper, reasons for the attraction of 
Greater Short-toed Larks to aerodromes, a case study in Bidar 
airfield, and management modules are discussed.

Reasons for attraction to aerodromes
Eight airfields, namely, Bidar (Karnataka), Hakimpet (Andhra 
Pradesh), Naliya, Bhuj, Jamnagar (Gujarat), Utarlai, Nal 
(Rajasthan) and Gwalior (Madhya Pradesh) were studied to 
identify the reasons for attracting Short-toed Larks. The following 
observations were made:

Maintaining short grass (4–20 cm) in the manoeuvring area 1. 
(Bidar, Jamnagar, Bhuj, Gwalior, Naliya).
Sparse stands of tall grass (>21 cm) with debris in the 2. 
manoeuvring area (Bidar).
Allowing the grass to flower and seed in the rainy season 3. 
(all airfields).
Pulverisation of grass stands in winter due to plying of 4. 
vehicles on shoulders resulting in de-husking of seeds (Bhuj, 
Naliya).

1 Comprehensive studies of Indian aerodromes BNHS (1982–1988).
2 Bird strike Database (including BNHS data) of IAF airfields at Directorate of Flight 

Safety, Air HQ, New Delhi.
3 Bird Database of IAF airfields at Directorate of Flight Safety, Air HQ, New Delhi.
4 Time series data collected by Ornithology Cell, Directorate of Flight Safety at Bidar, 

Feb 2008.
5 Airfield Studies: Bidar airfield, Ornithology Cell, Directorate of Flight Safety, Air 

HQ, New Delhi-66.
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Accidental fires (Goose-neck lamps, Very cartridge firing, 5. etc.) 
and burning off grass in winter (Naliya).
Existence of bare patches in the grass cover (Utarlai, Bidar, 6. 
Bhuj, Naliya).
Presence of agricultural fields in the surroundings and 7. 
coincidence of harvesting season (Nal).

Presence of grassland contiguous with airfield (Bidar, Utarlai, 8. 
Naliya).
Habitat management like cutting trees and increasing grass 9. 
cover.
Absence or persecution of natural predators like harriers 10. 
Circus spp.
Assured water supply in the vicinity of airfields (Utarlai, 11. 
Bidar, and Naliya). Such places are preferred for roosting.

Case study: Bidar airfield
IAF Bidar was studied over two winters for problematic birds. A 
detailed report has been submitted to Directorate of Flight Safety, 
Air HQ, New Delhi, on comprehensive management measures to 
reduce problem of bird hits5. Here, a part of the original report 
is presented on understanding aerodrome usage patterns of 
Greater Short-toed Larks and measures to curb the ‘menace’. This 
being a species-specific design, the modules concerning larks are 
discussed in detail.

Methods
Airfield habitat usage pattern of Greater Short-toed Larks was 
studied at IAF Bidar for five days in February 2008 and for 15 
days in November 2008. A new method of collecting data was 
developed for Indian airfields. A grid system based on magnetic 
orientation of runway was combined with time series data 
collection to obtain spatial distribution of birds (Fig. 2). Data were 
collected continuously from half an hour before sunrise to half an 

Mahesh: Larks in Indian aerodromes

Fig. 1a.  Greater Short-toed Larks Calandrella brachydactyla in Bidar airfield, 21–28 October 2008, flying in dense flocks.

Fig. 1b Greater Short-toed Larks Calandrella brachydactyla in sitting on 
asphalt surfaces at Bidar airfield, 21–28 October 2008.
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Fig. 2. Classification of Bidar airfield into ‘data collection’ grids. Number of larks recorded each grid is given in respective blocks.

hour after sunset for two days during both visits and compared 
for detecting change. 

For developing horizontal zone classification, runway 
orientation was considered. North or east was taken as ‘reference 
direction’ depending on the runway orientation. All runways 
with orientations falling in 5–14 (45º–135º) to 23–32 (225º–315º) 
were considered suitable for east (E) reference. The rest of the 
orientations were considered under north (N) reference. Once 
the reference direction was found, each runway was assigned 
five important vertical zones and three horizontal zones with two 
events of birds crossing runway. 

Vertical zones were abbreviated with five letters i.e., left one 
third portion of runway (facing north or east) as ‘L’, center one 
third as ‘C’, right one third as ‘R’, undershoot on the left as ‘U’ 
and, undershoot on the right designated as ‘T’. Horizontal zones 
were abbreviated as east/north (E/N), west/south (W/S), and 
all birds occurring on runway (+10 m from edges) were denoted 
as 0 (zero).

In the time series data, approximate height of birds, factors for 
attraction, and pertinent remarks were also recorded. Number of 
larks recorded at each grid is given in respective blocks (Fig. 2). 

All crossings from north to south or east to west were denoted 
as 1 (one) and crossings from south to north or west to east 

denoted as 2 (two). Combinations (total 25) arising out of this 
were entered immediately, in the field, into an Excel worksheet 
on a laptop, along with relevant columns for species, time, height, 
date, number, etc. In Bidar, horizontal zones of main runway were 
fitted into ‘north’ reference (Fig. 2). Data collected were subjected 
to simple statistical analysis to try and understand the preferences 
of larks. The entire airfield was surveyed to plot areas in which 
long or short grass was maintained. Areas outside the airfield were 
surveyed to identify the water, roosting and feeding requirements 
of larks. Time series arrival counts of Short-toed Larks, from their 
roosting ground (near Bellur tank) in the south, were made on two 
days and are represented in Fig. 3.

Habitat around Bidar airfield
Bidar airfield is located on a laterite plateau measuring c. 16 km2. 
The watershed area in the north drains into Bellur tank. The 
plateau is covered extensively by various grass species.

Blackbuck Antilope cervicapra and grazing cattle populate the 
area south of the airfield. There are bare patches and the grass 
cover here is short, reaching a maximum height of 20 cm. This 
area is being developed as an industrial estate. Much of the grass 
cover on the south-western part of the plateau has been lost due 

Mahesh: Larks in Indian aerodromes
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to development. The area north of the airfield belongs to the IAF 
and has a similar habitat but lacks blackbuck although grazing 
by cattle is intense. This area has scattered shrubs like ‘vilayati 
babool’ Prosopis juliflora and Acacia nilotica. A railway line runs 
along the northern periphery. The airfield itself is sandwiched 
between these grazing areas. During the study period, extensive 
long grass stands (100–125 cm) were found 70–100 m away from 
runway edges towards boundary wall except in the north, where 
shorter grass species were abundant. Short grass (4–20 cm) was 
maintained up to 70–100 m from the runway and taxi track edges. 
Details of long and short grass cover are shown in Fig. 4.

Analysis of habitat dependency of Greater Short-toed 
Larks in Bidar
Our study found Greater Short-toed Larks extensively dependent 
on short grass area (Figs 2 & 4) for feeding and roosting. Time 
series data analysis and field observations strongly indicated that 

larks operated over airfield in a corridor (Fig. 5; 
also see Fig. 2).

A patch of long grass stand adjacent to the 
point where the two runways cross each other 
(Fig. 5), within the southern boundary wall of 
airfield, had been removed a few weeks after 
the migration of larks. During the study period, 
grass height at this place resembled short grass 
area. This provided Greater Short-toed Larks 
a continuous patch of short grass extending 
from Bellur tank to north of airfield, rich with 
fallen seeds in the uncollected debris. This 
observation is supported by data collected along 
the secondary runway in February 2008 with 
previous winter migrants. 

Management modules
Comprehensive measures to manage harriers, 
rodents, wildlife and other predators of small 
birds have been discussed under respective 
headings in the final report submitted to Air 
HQ. The following habitat modification modules 

were considered after a careful analysis of roosting pattern around 
the airfield.

Studies clearly established an operating corridor of Greater 
Short-toed Larks over Bidar airfield. This was used in designing 
specific management modules. The corridor was divided into three 
blocks for this purpose (Fig. 5). It was evident that at least two 
blocks needed to be managed to reduce the dependence of larks 
on airfield. The obvious choices were Blocks 2 and 3 as they were 
under the control of IAF. Block 1, fulfilling the roosting requirement 
of larks with abundant supply of water, was more difficult to 
manage due to presence of blackbuck and grazing requirements 
of village livestock.

In Block 3, ‘vilayati babool’ was planted at distances of 2 x 2 m 
(Fig. 6). The close spacing, along with frequent pruning and grazing 
by livestock, will help in maintaining shrubs to a height not more 
than 1–1.5 m. Prosopis withstands heavy grazing. Bougainvillea is 
planted in the fringe area adjoining the link road to airfield. This 
breaks the continuity of grassland and reduces large patches of 
habitat preferred by larks.

In Block 2, Bougainvillea is grown near the compound wall 
and all along the road leading to ATC and beyond (north-end of 
secondary runway). The plants may be closely spaced to cover 
ground and fragment the habitat. 

Long grass should be maintained in airfield at least 100 m from 
the edges of runway and taxi tracks up to boundary wall (Fig. 4). 
In winter, from September to April, retain the density of ground 
cover by not cutting the grass. Modules to manage wildlife and 
rodents are in place.

In Monsoon months, the grass sprouts should be maintained 
at 100 cm or slightly above (110 cm) and grass debris should be 
collected.

Maintain short grass (10–15 cm) in areas adjoining runway and 
taxi tracks. Here, mow the grass as frequently as possible since the 
species flower in short span of time and shed seeds. Collect the 
debris after mowing. As far as possible, do not let the grass set seed. 
Rejuvenate barren patches by sprinkling grass seeds, collected in 
the previous winter, mixed with fine sand during first rain. 

The calls of Common Kestrel Falco tinnunculus and Collared 
Scop’s Owl Otus bakkamoena should be broadcast on runway 
shoulders at appropriate points. 

Drumbeats on the runway shoulders (a beater positioned on a 
vehicle) are effective from a distance of 200 m. It has been observed 

Fig. 3. Greater Short-toed Larks roost south of Bidar airfield and infest all along secondary 
runway (2–20)

Fig. 4. Bidar airfield and its surrounding habitat including long and 
short grass area.

Mahesh: Larks in Indian aerodromes
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that the birds effectively got disturbed and moved away from 
runway edges.

Fishnets of 5 x 5 cm openings should be laid on runway 
shoulders without any bait on short grass. The net will be laid out 
horizontally on areas preferred by larks. Two systems of laying 
the nets should be practiced along the runway shoulders. In the 
first, a set (maximum two) of nets (dimension: 3–4 m of length by 
fixed breadth) will be placed on the shoulders every morning and 
collected back in the evening. The position is changed everyday. 
Nets can be laid at important points on shoulders like abeam 
touchdown zone, middle markers, undershoots, etc. In second, a 
set of nets should be positioned in places where larks congregate 
in large numbers. Here, the nets will remain for three to four days. 
Thereafter the position of the nets should be changed to another 
lark-frequenting area. In both systems, larks trapped in the net 
should be released after a short time. A bird watcher should be 
guarding the net to drive away harriers that may get attracted to 
the easy prey base. Distress calls should be digitally recorded from 
the trapped birds for future use on runway shoulders.

Pallid Circus macrourus and Montagu’s Harriers C. pygargus 
should not be persecuted on airfield as they feed on Greater Short-
toed Larks. The mobile birdwatchers positioned along the runway 
are employed to chase harriers away from the shoulders during 
flying time.

Obtain the rainfall pattern of the north-western Indian airfields 
like Jaisalmer, Nal, Naliya, Bhuj, Jodhpur and Jamnagar from April 
to August every year. Though this is not a foolproof system to 
forecast the numbers of larks migrating to Bidar, at least a rough 
estimate can be made. The less rainfall (than average) in the north-
western airfields vis-à-vis normal or excess rainfall in Bidar would 
result in more food being available to larks at Bidar and hence an 
increase in the migratory population expected. Suitable preparations 
for the coming winter should be made based on this. 

Fig-6. Block management with Prosopis & BougainvilleaFig. 5. Greater Short-toed Larks operate in a corridor fashion over Bidar 
airfield.

Conclusion
The ‘menace’ of Greater Short-toed Larks in Indian aerodromes can 
be managed by designing suitable species-specific management 
modules. These modules will always be aerodrome-specific in 
nature. Habitat management inside the airfield should not be 
considered lightly as the stakes involved are high. Long grass 
lost will take at least a year to regain its height. Hence, keeping 
the requirements of airfield vis-à-vis wildlife population increase 
due to long grass inside the boundary wall should be brought to 
equilibrium to achieve win-win situations.
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Abstract
I discuss observations made on the globally threatened Indian endemic Pied Tit Parus nuchalis during a study conducted 
between July 2003 and February 2005 at Jessore Sanctuary, northern Gujarat. Twelve sightings of the species (18 
individuals) were obtained chiefly in thorn-scrub habitats dominated by Acacia senegal. Several avian co-habitants were 
listed from the area and its overlap with Great Tit P. major explored. Pied Tit appears to be an intrinsically rare species 
with a mean encounter rate of 0.18 individuals/km and a relative abundance of 0.0034 at Jessore. This rarity combined 
with a patchy distribution, disjunct range, limited availability of nesting sites and human pressures on its thorn-scrub 
habitat point at the need to review its conservation status at the global and national levels.

Introduction
Pied or White-naped Tit Parus nuchalis, a globally threatened 
species endemic to India, is patchily distributed over two disjunct 
regions. The northern part of its range lies in the states of Gujarat 
and Rajasthan, while the southern portion, is in the dry lands of 
the Deccan peninsula (Hussain et al. 1992; Grimmett et al. 1998). 
Its range and population have undergone a significant decline 
in the recent past (BirdLife International 2001). Its ecology and 
conservation status have mainly been documented in Kachchh 
(Ali 1954–1955; Hussain et al. 1992; Tiwari & Rahmani 1997; 
GEER & GUIDE 2001). Inadequate understanding of its ecology, 
specifically its abundance, habitat use and distribution patterns, 
owing to patchy occurrence and rarity throughout its range 
are the major hindrances in its conservation as it’s thorn forest 
and thorn-scrub habitats are fast disappearing and degrading 
(BirdLife International 2001). Here, I discuss aspects of the ecology, 
behaviour and conservation status of this species based on a study 
of the avifauna of Jessore Sanctuary, northern Gujarat, conducted 
from July 2003 to February 2005. 

Study area
Jessore Sloth Bear Sanctuary (24º20’N 72º23’E; hereafter, Jessore) 
is located in the southern part of the Aravalli Hills in Banaskantha 
district of Gujarat (Fig. 1). Spread over an area of 180.66 km2, it 
is connected through degraded forest corridors with two other 
nearby protected areas—Balaram-Ambaji Wildlife Sanctuary 
(Gujarat) on its east and Mount Abu Wildlife Sanctuary (Rajasthan) 
on its north/north-east. The topography is hilly and rugged with 
the highest point being the Jessore Hill (c. 1,000 m). The Banas 
and Sipu Rivers flow along its southern and northern boundaries, 
respectively. The vegetation types at Jessore include mixed dry 
deciduous forests and open woodland on hills to degraded 
deciduous-scrub, thorn forest and thorn-scrub in the plains (Singh 
2001; personal observation). The thorn forests and thorn-scrub 
occur in the western and south-western parts of Jessore. The chief 
features of this habitat include a sandy soil and extensive ravine/
gully formations with predominantly thorny vegetation. The 
major tree species include Maytenus emarginata, Acacia senegal, A. 

tortilis (planted), Butea monosperma, Zizyphus mauritiana, Wrightia 
tinctoria and occassional A. nilotica and Prosopis chilensis, while 
shrubs and bushes include Balanites aegyptiaca, Dichrostachys 
cinerea, Zizyphus nummularia, A. auriculiformis, Capparis aphylla, 
Crotolaria spp., Calotropis procera, and Tephrosia spp. Since the past 
three decades, mesquite P. chilensis, an invasive exotic tree has 
encroached more than half of the original thorn-scrub habitat in 
the valleys, stream beds, fringes of reservoirs and lower portions 
of hills (Singh 2001). 

Fig. 1. Jessore Sloth Bear Sanctuary, Gujarat, India.
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Table 1. Sightings of Pied Tit Parus nuchalis at Jessore Wild Bear Sanctuary, Gujarat

Date Time (hrs.) Number Habitat Vertical Location Activity/ Remarks

18.xii.2003 0900 2 AM-Sc 1–3 m F-C
26.i.2004 0811 2 * AM-Sc 1–3 m F-C
26.i.2004 1700 1 * AMW 1–3 m F

11.iii. 2004 1726 1 * AMW 3–8 m F
29.vii. 2004 1100 2 AAPF 1–3 m M-C
27.viii. 2004 1659 2 * AAnW 1–3 m F-C
29.viii. 2004 0745 1 * AZW 3–8 m P-C
30.x. 2004 0855 1 * AC-Sc 1–3 m P-C
01.xi. 2004 1045 2 AM-Sc 0–1 m F-C
26.i. 2005 0824 2 * ZBW 1–3 & 3–8 m F-C
26.i. 2005 1115 1 AC-Sc 1–3 m F-C
27.i. 2005 1015 1 AMW 1–3 m F-C

Total — 18 — — —

Abbreviations: AAnW=A. senegal-A. pendula?—Woodland; AAPF=A. senegal-A. tortilis-P. chilensis—Forest; AC-Sc=A. senegal-C. auriculiformis—
Scrub; AM-Sc=A. senegal-M. emarginatus—Scrub; AMW=A. senegal-M. emarginatus—Woodland; AZW=A. senegal-Zizyphus spp.—Woodland; 
ZBW=Zizyphus-Butea—Woodland. C=calling; F=foraging; M=moving; * sighted on transect.

Methods
Data collection was carried out on 38 field days by walking 1–2 
km long line transects, and along existing trails in representative 
habitats. On sighting Pied Tit, I recorded the number of 
individuals, habitat, vertical location (in intervals of 0–1, 1–3, 
3–8 and above 8 m), and activity, and associated bird species 
(including their interactions). When I sighted Pied Tit on trails, I 
followed it and recorded its behaviour. Over 90 min of behavioural 
observations were made of both, pairs, and solitary individuals. Its 
encounter rate was derived as the number of individuals divided 
by the distance walked. Mean encounter rate was the average 
of encounter rates of all transects. Relative abundance was the 
proportion of individuals of Pied Tit out of the total number of 
individuals of all species sighted on all transects. Common and 
scientific names follow Manakadan & Pittie (2001).

Results & discussion
Abundance and habitat use: I recorded 18 individuals of the species 
in a total of 12 sightings. Of these, six sightings were of pairs and 
the rest were of solitary individuals. All sightings of the species 
occurred in thorn forests or thorn-scrub habitats (Table 1) and 
consisted of adult birds. Pied Tit had a mean encounter rate of 
0.18/km and its relative abundance was 0.0034 (Trivedi 2005) 
clearly indicating the rarity of the species. This seemed to be a 
case of constitutional rarity (as against apparent rarity caused by 
sampling; see Terborgh et al. 1990), which is generally the case with 
raptors, large-bodied bird species, and endemics. Ali (1954–1955) 
regarded Pied Tit as, ‘fairly common in Kachchh but capriciously 
patchy; sparse and sporadic in the Palanpur area’, based on his 
surveys in the 1940s. Surveys in Kachchh by Hussain et al. (1992) 
and Tiwari & Rahmani (1997) showed its status as ‘bleak’ and 
‘uncommon’, respectively.

Thorn forests with gently undulating, broken-hilly country 
were the typical habitats of the species in Jessore. Pied Tit was not 
sighted in mixed deciduous forests in higher hilly areas or dense 
Prosopis thickets. With one exception, the species was sighted in 
habitats dominated by A. senegal. No sighting was obtained on 
hills higher than 300 m and the Anogeissus-mixed forests above 
this altitude. Occurrence of all the sightings of the species in thorn 

forest habitats with Acacia senegal was in accordance with reports 
of its occurrence in similar habitats, albeit with variable species 
composition, having Acacia nilotica, A. senegal, A. leucophloea, A. 
catechu, Prosopis spp., Salvadora spp., Zizyphus jujuba, Euphorbia 
nivula and Capparis decidua in Kachchh and Rajasthan (Hussain 
et al. 1992; Tiwari & Rahmani 1997; GEER & GUIDE 2001; Tiwari 
2001; Sharma 2004). Thus, the species is clearly partial to thorn 
forests with Acacia spp., in association with other thorny trees 
and shrubs, except in its southern range where it was seen among 
forests containing tamarind Tamarindus indus, A. leucophloea and 
Albizzia amara. Use of dry riverbeds reported earlier (GEER & 
GUIDE 2001) was also observed thrice during the present study. 
83% of the sightings were within 1 km radius of the nearest 
human habitation or road. Its distribution was ‘patchy’ and 
mainly confined to southern and south-western parts of Jessore. 
The reiteration of the rarity of Pied Tit through this study coupled 
with its patchy distribution highlights the need for concentrated 
and sustained efforts in monitoring population trends.

Avian co-habitants and overlap with Great Tit Parus major: Bird 
species generally associated with Pied Tit and/or co-occurring 
in the same habitat types mainly included a few endemic 
resident species and some migrants, especially warblers. Based 
on their occurrence on the transects/trails where Pied Tit was 
sighted (Trivedi 2005), Yellow-eyed Babbler Chrysomma sinense, 
Marshall’s Iora Aegithina nigrolutea, Red Collared-Dove Streptopelia 
tranquebarica, Plain Prinia Prinia inornata, Bay-backed Shrike Lanius 
vittatus, White-browed Fantail Rhipidura aureola, Orphean Warbler 
Sylvia hortensis, Lesser Whitethroat S. curruca, Spotted Flycatcher 
Muscicapa striata and Black Redstart Phoenicurus ochruros were its 
common co-habitants.

Great Tit and Pied Tit were separated at Jessore by both altitude 
and vegetation type used as all sightings of the former (n=19) 
were in hilly mixed deciduous forests, while the latter inhabited 
the thorn and thorn-scrub habitats in gently undulating country 
(n=12). On two occasions (16.6 % of the sightings) I observed Pied 
Tit in mixed-species associations. The species associated with it 
in flocks were—White-browed Fantail and Lesser Whitethroat 
(two flocks); Black Redstart, Franklin’s Prinia P. hodgsonii, Small 
Minivet Pericrocotus cinnamomeus, Common Iora A. tiphia and 
Red-vented Bulbul Pycnonotus cafer (one flock each). Hence, my 
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observations do not agree with Tiwari (2001), wherein the two 
species were seen in a single flock near Jessore. There appears a 
clear spatial segregation between the two species in many areas 
(Ali 1954–1955; Lott & Lott 1999), as also observed at Jessore. 
For instance, in the Saurashtra peninsula of Gujarat, where Pied 
Tit is absent, Great Tit inhabits the thorn forests (Khachar 1996; 
personal observ.), while in Kachchh only Pied Tit is present in such 
habitats (Ali 1954–1955). Several species of Paridae are known to 
be important flock forming species and it is likely that Pied Tit 
plays such a role as also indicated by its loud and varied calls. I 
once found that its call attracted the attention of Orphean Warbler, 
Red-vented Bulbul and various prinias, which moved towards 
the calling bird.

Behavioural observations: Pied Tit was highly restless and 
vocal while foraging. Its foraging method may be described as 
foliage-and-bark-gleaning. It mainly employed the ‘hop-glean’ 
and ‘hang-glean’ methods while feeding. Rarely was it seen to 
hover. Its foraging height was between 1–3 m in most cases (75% 
observations; n=12); thrice it foraged higher (3–8 m) and once very 
close to the ground (Table 1). During behavioural observations, 
the species was seen feeding on insects (and spiders?), which 
were gleaned from leaves, bark, and fruit or flowers. It was also 
seen feeding on fruits of Maytenus emarginatus and inflorescence 

of Butea monosperma, although it was not possible in the latter case 
to ascertain whether it fed on insects or nectar. 

Pied Tit was highly vocal and uttered frequent contact calls 
resembling “chi…chi…chi”, “chik…chik” and a harsh “chuck…
chuck” call. Its song comprised whistling notes—“chwee…chi.
chi.chweet” or “chwee…chi.chi.chi.chi…chweet”. The first and last 
syllables were longer and produced a shrill whistle-like effect. The 
middle syllables (chi) were generally uttered two to four times. 
The gap between the first and the second syllable was more than 
between the following notes. The species sang from treetops. The 
call was loud and audible up to 100 m. Calls of the species were 
of immense help in detecting it during surveys, as also noted by 
others (Tiwari & Rahmani 1997; Lott & Lott 1999). No breeding or 
nesting behaviour was observed. Pied Tit was not as ‘wary and 
shy’ as reported in earlier studies (Hussain et al. 1992; Tiwari & 
Rahmani 1997; Lott & Lott 1999). In one instance, I observed the 
birds at c. 3 m for almost 15 min. Their sightings in proximity of 
human dwellings also points to their tolerance of human presence 
(Jones 2007).

Conservation status: Hussain et al. (1992) documented 45 
sightings comprising atleast 76 individuals from published 
literature, between 1844 and 1991. Tiwari & Rahmani (1997) 
reported another 25 sightings with 41 individuals. Later, Tiwari 

Pied Tit Parus nuchalis at Phot Mahadeo, Kachchh, January 2009.
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(2001) reported 15 sightings and 27 individuals (four from northern 
Gujarat and 23 from Rajasthan) from a survey carried out in its 
northern distribution range in 1996. In the last decade, about 40 
sightings and 65 individuals have been reported in literature from 
the northern parts of the species’ range (Chhangani 2002; GEER & 
GUIDE 2001; Mehra 2004; Sharma 2004; Tehsin et al. 2005; Dookia 
2007; Sangha 2008). This, together with the sightings reported in 
this paper and other stray sight records of the southern population 
(Lott & Lott 1999; Jones 2007) constitute a maximum of 165 records 
and 250 individuals over 150 years. Five of the surveys/studies 
(Hussain et al. 1992; Tiwari & Rahmani 1997; Tiwari 2001; GEER 
& GUIDE 2001; Trivedi 2005) carried out focused search/study 
for this species. Considering its low abundance reported so far, 
the species appears ‘very rare’ and patchily distributed even in 
suitable habitat. 

Its estimated range of 62,700 km2 (BirdLife International 
2001) is disjunct and local patchiness of distribution coupled 
with increasing negative anthropogenic influences leave a low 
proportion of this as suitable habitat. At Jessore, thorn forest 
and thorn-scrub habitats where Pied Tit was sighted were under 
severe stress. Although clear trends are not available, Singh 
(2001) has shown a loss of about 30 km2 of Acacia and Zizyphus 
forest to the exotic Prosopis chilensis in about three decades in the 
Kapasia area of the sanctuary. I recorded heavy biotic pressure in 
the form of cutting and lopping of A. senegal, M. emarginatus and 
B. monosperma trees for fuel and fodder, spread of the invasive 
exotic P. chilensis—leading to loss of its natural thorn-scrub 
habitat, as also shown by others (Khachar 1996; GEER & GUIDE 
2001; Tiwari 2001), unregulated grazing of livestock, stone and 
marble quarrying, lack of awareness among enforcement staff, 
and clearing of land for agriculture. All these factors could have 
a long-term impact through the loss and alteration of suitable 
habitat.

Apart from its rarity, lack of sightings of immature birds 
and no evidence of breeding of Pied Tit during the present 
study possibly points to a lack of nesting activity in the area, 
nesting failure or local/regional movements for breeding. 
Besides, breeding by the species and presence of immature/
young birds has been reported only by a handful of authors 
(Ali 1954–1955; GEER & GUIDE 2001; Hussain et al. 1992; Lott 
& Lott 1999). Nesting failure has been identified as a likely 
reason for the decline of Pied Tit by Hussain et al. (1992). Pied 
Tit is a secondary hole-nester and apparently depends on 
nest holes made by Yellow-crowned Woodpecker Dendrocopos 
mahrattensis for breeding (Tiwari & Rahmani 1997). The latter 
had a relative abundance of 0.0024, lower than that of Pied Tit 
itself at Jessore (Trivedi 2005). This could be a crucial limiting 
factor for potentially breeding Pied Tit. Natural cavities in trees 
are also used by Pied Tit for nesting. The tree species that develop 
such natural cavities at Jessore include Acacia senegal, Butea 
monosperma, Maytenus emarginatus, Salvadora persica, S. oleoides, 
Bauhinia racemosa and Prosopis cineraria (personal observ.). Suitable 
holes are generally present in old trees; however, in the exotic P. 
chilensis such cavities are rare, if not absent altogether (personal 
observ.). Cutting of large trees in the thorn-scrub habitats and 
spread of P. chilensis at Jessore is thus reducing the availability 
of potential nesting sites for the Pied Tit. 

Conclusion
The endemism and constitutional rarity of Pied Tit coupled with 
its patchy distribution, low conservation priority as evidenced by 
its inclusion in Schedule IV of the Indian Wildlife (Protection) Act, 
1972, lack of evidence for breeding at Jessore, low abundance of its 
nest-host—the Yellow-crowned Woodpecker, and rampant loss, 

degradation and fragmentation of its thorn forest and thorn-scrub 
habitats point towards a need to review the status of the species 
and assign a higher conservation priority to it at the national and 
global levels.
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A posting to the desert for an army-man is not unusual and 
I got my chance to serve in this terrain in mid 2004, at 
Jaipur, after more than 20 years of service; on all previous 

occasions as a junior officer, I had passed through fleetingly 
with hardly a chance to notice or experience anything. Now a 
Commanding Officer, I eagerly anticipated getting a good look 
at the landscape and its wildlife.

At the first opportunity I wandered off into the desert in a 
Gypsy 4WD. Driving eastward along the NH from Jaisalmer 
towards Jodhpur, I saw an obscure desert track and turned onto 
it, speeding on the sandy track across the country, towards the 
beckoning dunes. On each side were wide-open spaces punctuated 
by the occasional khejri tree Prosopis cinerarea. A cross-breeze trickled 
sand across the track and shadows grew long as the sun paused 
over dunes. A small desert fox Vulpes vulpes pusilla with a bushy, 
white-tipped tail (Menon 2003) ran away from the vehicle.

All of a sudden, a large lizard zipped across the road, a few 
metres ahead of me, and dived into the sand. Before I could apply 
the brakes, the lizard was gone. I could not register what exactly 
had happened, even though it happened again and yet again. 
Lizards zoomed past, left and right. I was driving across a lizard 

colony like a German panzer division across the Russian steppe. 
In the fading light, the impression that stood out fleetingly was 
that of a thick tail with black and white rings.

A few days later, I ventured across the same path at mid-
morning. I soon came across the colony of dust-brown lizards. 
Stopping the vehicle and getting out scared them away, so I 
resorted to driving up as close as I could and using binoculars. I 
looked hard and long at a large, snub-headed lizard with a ringed 
tail. I had finally met up with Uromastyx hardwickii Gray, 1827, 
Hardwicke’s spiny-tailed lizard or ‘sanda’ as it is called in Hindi 
(Daniel 1983).

These lizards belong to the family Agamidae and are the only 
species of Uromastyx to be found in India—most of their relatives 
being North African or West Asian—with stubby legs holding a 
less-than-half-a-metre long cylindrical body barely off the sand, 
these vegetarian agamids hold up their large rounded heads, with 
flat snouts, smartly as they alertly look ahead. The slightest alarm 
sends them zipping off into their burrows in the sand. Their most 
interesting aspect is the tail. It has blue-gray spines arranged in 
whorls along its length, decreasing in size towards the tip, which 
is a pale or earthy yellow in colour. 

Fig. 1. Spiny-tailed Lizard Uromastyx hardwickii.
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The Uromastyx is one of the few lizards utilised by man. In 
North Africa, it is considered ‘dhaab’ or fish of the desert and 
relished by Islamic nomad tribes (Grzimek 2003). In India too, 
these lizards are caught for their meat, about which Malcolm Smith 
(1935) says, ‘…with certain castes of Hindoos it is a regular article 

of diet…the meat is said to be excellent and white like chicken…
the head and feet are not eaten, but the tail is considered a great 
delicacy…the fat of the body is boiled down and the resulting oil 
is used as an embrocation and also as a cure for impotence.’

Uromastix hardwickii repesents the southern and eastern limit 
of the extent of the Indo-African reptile fauna (Günther 1864). 
Interestingly, the lizard is named after a fellow-soldier, Major 
General Thomas Hardwicke, who is considered the first colossus 
of Indian natural history. He arrived at Fort William in 1778 as 
an artillery cadet in the Bengal Presidency Army, fought in the 
Rohilla and Mysore wars and was commended for gallantry on 
the battlefield. By 1809, he rose to command the Bengal Presidency 
Artillery. His span of duty and area of natural history study lay 
mostly in what is today Orissa, Jharkhand, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, 
Bengal, Assam and Bangladesh (Singh 2006).

I visited the lizard colony often—initially, I thought them 
ugly but soon found that they looked very good to my eyes. They 
were always basking in the sun. I spent a couple of hours one 
day trying to observe them feeding. I hoped to see them nibbling 
on the ‘siniya’ shrubs Crotalaria burhia or tufts of ‘buadi’ Aerva 
pseudotomentosa (?) that dotted the landscape around them. A few 
Prosopis of the native variety, whose beans they are reported to eat 
(Daniel 1983), were present within a few metres of the colony. The 
colony itself was on a flat, firm gap between eroded sand dunes, 
which had been stabilised by vegetation, barely two meters high. 
The desert track meandered along this flat for a 100 m or so, which 
constituted the diameter of the colony.
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Laggar Falcon Falco jugger feeds on a Spiny-tailed Lizard  
Uromastyx hardwickii. 

Debris below Tawny Eagle Aquila rapax perch: bones, old pellets and an Uromastyx tail.
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Fig. 3. Tawny Eagle Aquila rapax.

One day, my son and I had the rare privilege of observing 
a predator catching its prey. A few lizards basked outside their 
burrows while the rest were inside. All at once and apparently from 
nowhere, a brown raptor swooped straight down, with trailing 
wings and extended talons. Before the hapless lizards could gain 
shelter, it had caught a small agama. In the wink of an eye, the rest 
of the lizards were out of sight. The raptor’s sharp claws soon ended 
a few seconds of struggle. It remained on the sand about 60 m away, 
feeding ravenously. It was unaware of its audience, since its back 
was towards us, and I was forced to edge onto the dune and outflank 
it from the east. On reaching a vantage point, I had a good look at it 
through the binoculars. It fed hungrily for a good 15 min. 

It was a dark brown falcon, with prominent moustaches and a 
white chest. Its thighs were dark-brown and it had a brown crown. 
Grimmett & Inskipp (2001), a book that I find handy, despite their 
pesky habit of renaming Indian birds, told me that it was a Laggar 
Falcon Falco jugger. I later had the identification reconfirmed 
through the kind courtesy of a member of India-nature-pix.

In about 20 min, the falcon had eaten the lizard. I could hardly 
see any remains. Angling to get a better view, I alerted it. After a 
moment or two, it flew off. I walked up to the kill, but had a hard 
time locating the forlorn grey tail, which was all that remained.

I visited the colony often, hoping to see more signs of 
predation. Since the local foxes are largely nocturnal, I had not 
had an opportunity to observe their feeding behaviour. I suspected 
that these lizards, and the many small rodents that poked their 
heads out after dark, formed part of their diet. 

For a few months, nothing interesting happened during 
my field trips. Then in mid-summer, I chanced to go south of 
Jaisalmer. It was a windy day. The sand blew steadily, forming a 
constant desert haze. I found a small colony of Uromastyx next to 
the road. To my surprise, this time there was a raptor nearby. It 
was a large, brown, heavy-set Tawny Eagle Aquila rapax perched 
on a desiccated ‘rohida’ tree Tecomella undulata. The lizards and 
eagle appeared to be oblivious of each other and seemingly intent 
only on braving out the scouring sandstorm. The swirling sand 
inhibited the use of binoculars so I walked up to the tree, upon 
which the raptor took off into the brown swirls. Numerous white 
streaks on the bole and branches told me that it was a favourite 
perch. I sifted the litter at the base of the tree in the hope of getting 
pellets but found something else—desiccated spiny-tail fragments 
and a few bones. This seemed to indicate that the Tawny Eagle 
was a likely predator of Uromastyx.

The Tawny Eagle was one of my constant objectives in the 
field—a strong and agile bird of prey—it was the predominant 
avian desert raptor. During a drive on 11th June 2006, along what 
I call ‘Eagle Alley’, a 10 km stretch of road between Pokharan and 
Khetolai, I counted 12 Tawny Eagles perched on wires, masters 
of all they surveyed. 

A few days later, I returned to Eagle Alley to see a handsome 
Tawny Eagle, a beautiful near-orange-fawn in colour, sitting on 
a concrete fence picket near Chacha Odhaniya railway station. 
It looked at me very distastefully and proceeded to express its 
opinion of me by being violently sick! It then flew off without a 
backward glance. I suspected that it had just ejected a pellet and 
scrambled across barbed wire and thorn to get at it. I was gratified 
to find a sticky yellow-white pellet with spines of Uromastyx clearly 
visible. I photographed the pellet, delicately maneuvered it into a 
polythene bag and brought it home; but alas some over zealous 
house cleaning left me with no chance to dissect it. 

Lydekker (1895) states about the Saker Falcon F. cherrug that, 
‘In the Harriana Desert of India these falcons feed largely on a 
spiny lizard of the genus Uromastix.’

The Saker Falcon is, of course, a winter visitor to the Indian 
Subcontinent, while the Tawny Eagle and the Laggar Falcon 
are residents. The Spiny-tailed lizard, being locally common in 
patches, is probably a significant food source for these birds of 
prey of the Indian Desert. 

Soon after, my unit moved out from Rajasthan and I saw my 
last Spiny-tailed lizards on a stormy July evening braving the sand 
sitting close to their shelters. Nearby somewhere, I was sure, were 
Tawny Eagles, girding themselves against the gritty dust storm, 
which brought my tryst with the desert to an end. Our special 
train chugged out of Lathi at nightfall and I left the desert and all 
its mysteries behind me yet again.
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During a five-day visit to the Banni grasslands, in February 
2007, we saw two bird species that had previously not 
been reported from Gujarat. A single Caspian Plover 

Charadrius asiaticus was most unexpected as it is a vagrant to the 
Indian Subcontinent with only few previous records. The species 
is a long-distance migrant, breeding in Central Asia, with its 
normal winter-range in dry areas of southern and eastern Africa. 
However, the more interesting discovery was perhaps the several 
records of Water Pipits Anthus spinoletta. This species breeds in 
mountains across interior Eurasia and winters further south. The 
records may indicate the species to be an over-looked visitor to 
the Gujarat wetlands—at least in years following a good monsoon, 
like 2006–2007, when plenty of temporary wetlands are found 
across the Banni grasslands.

Caspian Plover Charadrius asiaticus
During mid-afternoon on 12th February 2007 we reached the 
shallow, saline lake of Hodko Dhand, NW of Bhuj. A massive flock 
of 3,000+ (10% juveniles) Lesser Flamingo Phonicopetrus minor and 
54 Greater Flamingo P. ruber was the immediately appealing sight 
in the centre of the partly dried-up lake, and a good concentration 
of waders crowded the shores—200 Lesser Sand Plover Charadrius 
mongolus, 300 Kentish Plover C. alexandrius, 20 Black-tailed Godwit 
Limosa limosa, 500 Marsh Sandpiper Tringa stagnatilis, 600 Little Stint 
Calidris minutus, 25 Dunlin C. alpina, 600 Ruff Philomacus pugnax 
and a single Spotted Redshank T. erythropus. The single Caspian 
Plover was located by chance by UGS as he scanned the waders 
through a   telescope. It was almost immediately identified, based 
on his previous field experience in Africa. The plover stood still at 
the nearest shoreline (c. 150 m away), with actively feeding Marsh 
Sandpipers and Little Stints around it, and Lesser Sand Plovers 
nearby. No sooner we realised the importance of the record, an 
effort was made to get photographs. Albeit the distances only 
allowed simple digiscoped pictures, taken with a Canon 350D 
reflex camera through the Leica 32x80 telescope, we succeeded in 
obtaining five acceptable shots fit for identification (Fig. 1). Soon 
afterwards, a passing Marsh Harrier Circus aeruginosus disturbed 
the waders, which all flew up. Unfortunately, the Caspian Plover 

was immediately lost and 
never seen in flight. When 
the waders resettled at 
a greater distance the 
species could not be found 
despite a concentrated 
effort, including walking 
several hundred meters 
into the lake to approach 
the main concentration 
of waders. It seems likely 
that the plover left the 
lake area during the 

turmoil.
Description: A medium-sized plover, being fairly long-legged 

and long-winged (wings reaching a little beyond tip of tail). It was 
smaller in size than nearby Marsh Sandpipers. The bird stood still 
throughout the observation. Compared to nearby Lesser Sand 
Plovers the bird seemed more ‘elegant’ with a smaller head and 
a tapering body—because of the longer wings—and less greyish-
looking, with an overall golden tone to its plumage. 

Detailed plumage description: Forehead, lores, chin, throat and 
ear-coverts were white with a buffish tone and a distinct, broad, 
white supercilium, reaching well behind the eye and ending 
abruptly, square-cut. These white areas contrasted with a uniform 
dark crown—giving the slight effect of a cap—and a dark broad 
eye-stripe starting just in front of the large, dark eye and continuing 
backwards and fusing into the grey-brown nape. It had a distinct, 
complete and uniform grey-brown band across its breast with well-
marked borders to both the buffish white throat and white belly. 
Back and wings uniform grey-brown with a golden tone.

Bare-parts: A fine, pointed bill, looking all dark, almost blackish. 
Legs yellowish-brown.

Discussion
The uniform plumage, without paler fringe feathers on its 
scapulars, indicates the bird was an adult, as does the markedly 
well-defined breast-band. 

Only two plovers show a complete, broad breast-band: the 
Caspian, and its sibling species from the eastern Palaearctic, the 
Oriental Plover C. veredus. The latter is a slightly larger bird, the 
size of a Marsh Sandpiper. It has longer legs and wings, which 
together with a longer neck gives it a different ‘jizz’ vis-à-vis a 
Caspian Plover. We have no field experience with veredus but in 
published plates and photos it appears, in winter plumage, to 
have a less well-defined breast-band and less contrast in the head-
pattern, i.e., it never shows the very sharp distinction between 
whitish throat and dark breast band. Oriental Plover is a rarer 
vagrant to the Indian Subcontinent, than the Caspian (Rasmussen 
& Anderton 2005). 

All in all, we find that the field details noted and the photo-
documentation all point to a positive identification of an adult 
Caspian Plover in winter plumage. 

Water Pipit Anthus spinoletta
Late in the afternoon, on 12th February 2007, we stopped at Kar, 
NW of Fulay village, in order to see pre-roosting harriers Circus 
spp., and around sunset the impressive flight of Common Cranes 
Grus grus (c. 15,000+) heading to their night roost. A characteristic 
‘tsip’ uttered by small birds flying overhead drew the attention 
of UGS. Realising these to be small pipits, and the sound not 
being the slightly harsh, buzzing call of a Tree Pipit Anthus 
trivialis—the most likely small pipit to occur in Gujarat during 
winter—full attention was given to identify these birds. One, 

Fig. 1. Caspian Plover Charadrius asiaticus 
at the saline lake of Hodko Dhand, NW of 

Bhuj, Gujarat, 12th February 2007.
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and a little later, five, birds landed 
briefly on a gravel road less than 
30 m ahead and good telescope 
views revealed the birds to be 
winter-plumaged Water Pipits. 
One stayed so long that there was 
time to call JKT, who also saw the 
bird well. At least 20 Water Pipits 
were recorded, including some 
flying over uttering the same call. 
We returned to the same spot the 
following evening in order to 
reconfirm the identification and 
successfully found six birds. JKT 

made a single photograph of two birds, while UGS recorded 
the call. JKT revisited the site on 4th March 2009 and obtained 
additional photo-documentation (Fig. 2). On this day there were 
no less than 60 Water Pipits. The pipits seem to gather for their 
night roosting in the long grass or somewhere nearby.

Description: A typical pipit—a small, fairly long-tailed ground-
dwelling passerine with streaks on the breast of an otherwise 
whitish underside in contrast to a greyish brown upper side. Is 
smaller than nearby Long-billed Pipit A. similis (seen on both days 
in the same area; one and two respectively).

Plumage description: Uniform whitish underside except for 
malar stripes reaching streaked lower breast, with the breast 
streaks being a little darker than the malar stripes. Upper side was 
greyish-brown with weak streaks, giving a rather plain impression. 
A pronounced whitish supercilium reaching well behind the eye 
was striking. Two distinct wing-bars formed by whitish tips to 
medium and greater coverts. Legs were dark.

The dwindling light during our observation made the more 
subtle plumage characters difficult to record. However, the photos 
show a number of such details, namely, uniform ear-coverts with 
a brownish tone, a greyish nape in contrast to the rather weakly 
streaked back and crown, and white outer web to outer-most tail 
feathers. All photos were taken with a flash and it is possible that 
contrast is slightly exaggerated. 

Call: To the ear the call was similar to that of the common 
European, Meadow Pipit A. pratensis, and can be transcribed as 
a short, thin, and high-pitched ‘tsip’. At least 18 individual calls 
were recorded, between one and five calls per recording. The 
calls were recorded from birds that were startled from the grass. 
It is most likely that calls of more individuals are included in 
the recordings. All calls have been analyzed and demonstrate 
an overall uniformity with a pitch roughly between 5.2–7.0 kHz 
(Fig. 3).

Discussion
The plumage description noted in the field and the analyses of the 
recordings confirm the identification of Water Pipits. Three races 
are recognised worldwide. As the plumage differences are subtle, 
it is not advisable with the available information to hazard a guess 
of the subspecies involved. However, the recorded call matches 
sonograms of A. s. blakinstoni, recorded in Xinjiang Province of 
western China (Alstrøm & Mild 2003). This area is most likely 
the source of Water Pipits that reach NW India in winter. This 
race breeds in the mountains of Tajikistan in the west, through 
the Xinjiang and Qinghai Provinces of China in the south up to 
Mongolia in the north.

Six other small pipits occur in South Asia. Recent field guides 
do not concur regarding their distribution (Grimmett et al. 1998; 
Kazmierczak 2000; Rasmussen & Anderton 2005). As pipit species 
are notoriously difficult to identify, it seems appropriate to briefly 
comment on each. In Gujarat, only the Tree and the Red-throated 
Pipit A. cervinus are at present regarded as regular winter visitors 
while the Olive-backed A. hodgsoni is known as a scarce visitor. 
There is just one record of the Rosy Pipit A. roseatus (Grimmett et 
al. 1998; Kazmierczak 2000). Two species with at least a theoretical 
chance of occurring in the area are Buff-bellied A. rubescens (ssp. 
japonicus) and the Meadow Pipits—the latter only known as an 
accidental visitor to northern Pakistan. 

The most straightforward species to exclude is Red-throated 
Pipit, which has a very different call. Besides, it is a heavily 
streaked bird on top as well as below. Excluded next are the 
Tree and Olive-backed Pipits. They have similar calls—a short, 
high-pitched but harsh ‘beez’, which to the trained ear is clearly 
separable from that of the Water Pipit. Besides, both species show 
a less distinct supercilium, a buffish tone to breast in contrast to 
whitish belly, more distinct streaks on the breast, a less distinct 
rear wing-bar made up of pale tips of greater wing-coverts, and 
pale legs. For Olive-backed Pipit the prominent whitish and 
blackish spots on rear ear-coverts would be present. Habitat-wise 
both species are more or less connected to at least some tree-cover 
and the Banni grassland is perhaps not the most likely habitat for 
at least significant numbers. 

Of the remaining species all have calls that, in the field, are 
difficult to separate from those of Water Pipits—even for a trained 
ear. However, these species can be excluded in the field, due to 
plumage characters. 

Buff-bellied Pipit is probably the most difficult species to 
exclude. This is a darker bird with more distinct streaks on the 
breast, with fewer streaks on the back and pale legs. It is a long-
distance migrant from the eastern Palaearctic and a potential 
visitor to Gujarat (at least as a vagrant). Habitat-wise this species 
is reported to occur in, ‘a variety of open, often wet habitats such 
as damp grasslands, stubble and ploughed fields, meadows, 
sea- and lakeshores, mudflats, river courses, etc.’ (Alström & 
Mild 2003).

The Rosy Pipit will show a similar long and whitish 
supercilium but the species is much more distinctly streaked 
on both back and below. Besides, this species has pale legs. This 
breeder from the Himalaya and mountains in central China moves 
to lower altitudes during winter but it is not a long-distance 
migrant, i.e., it only descends to the plains of northern India. It 
could be a possible vagrant to Gujarat. In winter it favors ‘wet 
habitats, such as riverbanks and lakeshores, edges of marshes, 
flooded meadows, paddy fields, etc.’ (Alström & Mild 2003).

Finally, the Meadow Pipit has a similar call but it can be 
separated on many of the same characters as the Tree Pipit: less 
distinct supercilium, more streaks on back and below, and pale 
legs. It is a species from the western Palaearctic, breeding in 
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Fig. 2. Water Pipit at Kar, NW 
of Fulay village, Gujarat, 12th 

February 2007.

Fig. 3. Sonogram of call of Water Pipit Anthus spinoletta from Kar, NW of 
Fuglay, Gujarat, 12th February 2007.

[Recordings were made with a Sony Stereo Casette-Corder (TCS-
600DV) and a Beyer dynamic directional microphone (MCE 86N(C)
S). Calls has been digitized and analyzed by Cool Edit Pro software 

(Syntrillium Productions).]

Sørensen & Tiwari: New birds for Gujarat
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northern and central Europe up to the very western part of Asia. 
It is not likely to be seen in Gujarat even as a vagrant. 

Discussion
The occurrence of the Water Pipit in Gujarat is not entirely 
unexpected. The species is known as a regular winter visitor to the 
Indus Valley in neighbouring Pakistan (Alström & Mild 2003). Its 
habitat during winter is, ‘wet freshwater areas, such as riverbanks, 
lakeshores, edges of marshes, wet and flooded meadows, sewage 
farms, reservoirs, dried fish-ponds and watercress beds and is 
only very rarely found along seashores’ (Alström & Mild 2003). 
Following a good monsoon the Banni grassland turns into a 
mosaic of temporary wetlands in an otherwise dry landscape. 
This situation creates a wealth of habitat for a bird like the Water 
Pipit. During daytime a wintering Water Pipit is likely to be 
found in the transition zone between wet and dry areas. It can be 
a very discrete bird and even if it occurs in numbers, these will 
be spread over a vast area and difficult to find. Bumping into a 
pre-roosting concentration is the safest bet. It is always difficult 
to get good counts of dispersed species and to this end counts at 

— Short notes —

roosting sites often reveal larger numbers than estimates from 
regular counts.
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In a footnote to my recent article in Indian Birds entitled 
‘Hodgson’s ornithological articles published in the India Review 
(1836–1837)’ (Dickinson 2009), the primary homonymy in 

Parus between Parus nipalensis Hodgson, 1837, and Parus (Suthora) 
nipalensis Hodgson, 1837, was noted and it was suggested that 
an application to the International Commission for Zoological 
Nomenclature would follow. However, that is not needed.

Both names were proposed as names for species. The use of 
Suthora in brackets may not mean that Hodgson believed the small 
parrotbills formed a subgenus of Parus but that is the way that 
Article 6.1 of the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature 
(I.C.Z.N. 1999; hereinafter ‘the Code’) leads one to interpret 
Hodgson’s name. That Article continues by explaining that a 
name, “interpolated in parentheses”…“is not counted as one of 
the words in the binomen or trinomen.” This is the basis for seeing 
these two names as homonyms. 

I therefore act here as First Reviser, under Art. 24.2.2 of the 
Code, in selecting the parrotbill name Parus (Suthora) nipalensis as 
the prior name thus assigning it priority over the name Hodgson 
used for a taxon now usually treated as a subspecies of Parus 
major. Thus we preserve the use of the name that is a recognised 
specific name (Paradoxornis nipalensis) and we need to replace the 
parid name.

To do this, no fresh name need be coined. The name Parus 
major planorum Hartert, 1905, is available from synonymy (see 
Dickinson et al. 2006) and should be adopted. 
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1 This paper, and all others in this series, can be downloaded from www.
repository.naturalis.nl. It includes an Appendix specifically relating to 
Hodgson names and type material. The volume alluded to also includes 
several other papers on Hodgson and Blyth. Note Nos. 51, 52, 53, 54, 55 
and 56 should all be of interest to Indian ornithologists.

Editor’s note:
First Reviser: “The first author to subsequently cite names (including 
different original spellings of the same name) or nomenclatural acts 
published on the same date and to select one of them to have precedence 
over the other(s).”
Homonym: “In the species group: each of two or more available specific 
or subspecific names having the same spelling, or spellings deemed under 
Article 58 to be the same, and established for different nominal taxa, 
and either originally (primary homonymy) or subsequently (secondary 
homonymy) combined with the same generic name [Art. 53.3].”
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Pattern of sighting of the 
Great White Pelican at Uppalapadu

Dates of observation Duration of stay

22nd July 2007 Short visit
19th December 2007 Short visit
20th December 2007 Short visit

2nd January 2008 Roost
8th–9th January 2008 Halt

28th January 2008 Roost
11th–15th February 2008 Halt

24th February 2008 Short visit
28th February–1st March 

2008 Halt

8th March 2008 Roost
10th March 2008 Roost
17th March 2008 Roost
21st March 2008 Roost

23rd–24th March 2008 Halt
29th March 2008 Short visit

The Great White Pelican Pelecanus onocrotalus is a winter 
visitor to Africa and Asia with two distinct populations—
one in eastern Europe and Asia, and the other in Africa 

(Crivelli 1984; Crivelli et al. 1991). It occurs in scattered colonies 
or as a migrant in many African countries (Kenya, Sudan and 
Morocco), Greece, Turkey, Iran; Black, Caspian and Aral Seas; 
Kazakhstan, Kuwait, India, and Vietnam (Crivelli et al. 1991; Jiguet 
et al. 2008). In India it occurs from Punjab to Assam (Ali & Ripley 
1978), besides a single record from southern India (Grimmett 
et al. 1999). Ali (1960) recorded the nesting of the Great White 
Pelican in the Rann of Kachchh in 1960. However, Tiwari et al. 
(2003) reported the presence of first year juveniles along with 
adult Great White Pelican in the Kachchh region, but could not 
confirm breeding. Very few wintering records of this species are 
available from southern India—eight individuals were recorded 
at Vellimukkuchali swamp in Kerala (Jacob et al. 1995), an isolated 
record from Udupi district, Karnataka (Bhatta & Pushpalatha 
2003), and a pair observed at Kolleru Lake, Andhra Pradesh (Taher 
& Mani 2008).

Sighting at Uppalapadu
Uppalapadu (16º16’26”N 80º21’58”E) is a village tank in Guntur 
district, Andhra Pradesh, which is listed as an Important Bird Area 
(IBA) by Islam & Rahmani (2004). It is also ranked for conservation 
priority and has been recommended as a Ramsar site (Vijayan et 
al. 2004). The tank receives water from the Thekkallpadu channel. 
Vegetation is mainly Prosopis juliflora. This wetland is characterised 
by earthen mounds in the middle of the tank. Taher (2007) gives 
a detailed description of the area. 46 species of waterbirds and 29  
land birds have been recorded from Uppalapadu during 2006–2008 
(pers. observ.). This habitat is used as a roosting, foraging and 
breeding ground by many species including the near-threatened 
Spot-billed Pelican Pelecanus philippensis, Oriental Darter Anhinga 
melanogaster, Black-headed Ibis Threskiornis melanocephalus, and 
Painted Stork Mycteria leucocephala. The peak population of birds 
varied in different seasons, with a maximum of 6,000 breeding 
birds during July–August and December–January (pers. observ.). 

As part of the study on the Spot-billed Pelican, NS counted 
birds at several points along the dike at Uppalapadu. On 22nd July 
2007, a single Great White Pelican was spotted sitting on the bund, 
which was devoid of vegetation. Its bright yellow pouch caught 
attention, as against the pinkish pouch of the Spot-billed Pelican. 
Its identity was clinched without any doubt when it stood up after 
30 min., stretched its wings and leg simultaneously and preened 
its wing displaying distinctive black primaries and secondaries, 
fleshy pink leg and feet and yellowish webbed feet, as given by 
Ali & Ripley (1978).

After that first sighting, the species was next sighted only on 
19th December 2007 when it sported pinkish breeding plumage, 
with brighter orbital skin and yellowish pouch. Malhotra (1991) 
observed the breeding of this species in November–December in 
Delhi, which is in contrast with the February–April record given 
in Ali & Ripley (1978). The dates of its subsequent sightings and 
duration of its stay at Uppalapadu are given in the table above. 
When this bird was observed for short durations in the day time 
and not observed after 30 min. of sunset or the very next day, it 
was categorised into ‘short visit’; when it arrived in the evening 
and was observed after sunset, it was considered as ‘roosting’; and 
when the stay was for the day time and the subsequent day, it was 
termed as ‘halt’. Interestingly, a ‘halt’ was observed on rainy days. 
This observation shows that the bird might have been moving in 
and around Uppalapadu, probably up to Kolleru, as Taher & Mani 
(2008) sighted it at Kolleru in the same season.
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Glossy Ibis Plegadis falcinellus a migratory and most 
widespread ibis species, breeds in scattered sites in the 
warm regions of Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia, and the 

Atlantic and Caribbean regions of the Americas. 
Vedanthangal Waterbird Sanctuary (12º32’N 79º52’E) is one 

of the oldest sanctuaries in southern India attracting birds from 
last two centuries. It comprises a small village located in the 
north-western part of the Madhuranthagam taluk in Chingleput 
district of Tamil Nadu. 

I have been monitoring waterbird populations at Vedanthangal 
Bird Sanctuary since 1992. In 2007, I recorded 212 Glossy Ibis here, 
when the lake was full from the north-east monsoon. Subsequently, 
Glossy Ibis numbers increased to 347 in January 2008 and to my 
surprise they started constructing nests. Adult birds were readily 
identified by their breeding plumage—reddish-brown bodies 
and shiny bottle-green wings, while non-breeders and juveniles 
have duller bodies. Nests were built exclusively on Acacia nilotica 
trees in the eastern part of the sanctuary and incubation started 
at the end of January 2008. Nests were built largely away from 
the nests of other breeding species namely Painted Stork Mycteria 
leucocephala, Spot-billed Pelican Pelecanus philippinus, Open-bill 
Stork Anastomus oscitans, Eurasian Spoonbill Platalea leucorodia, 
and Oriental White Ibis Threskiornis melanocephalus. In all 52 nests 
were found at the mean height of 3.82 m (+1.13 m) above ground 
level. The complete breeding behaviour could not be observed 
due to inaccessibility of the nests. A few sub-adults were noticed 
in May. 

During 1990–1996, I had recorded 26–60 individuals of 
wintering Glossy Ibis, which used the sanctuary exclusively 

for roosting. There have been no conclusive breeding records of 
Glossy Ibis from Vedanthangal, only sight records (Kannan 1984; 
Shiromoney 1984; Sasikumar et al. 1991; Desai 1996; Praveen & 
Kumar 1996; Venkatraman 1996; Santharam 2000; Narayanan & 
Sathasivan 2002; Subramanya 2005; Thirumalai & Radhakrishnan 
2005). Perusal of postings on the email group, Tamilbirds (http://
in.groups.yahoo.com/group/Tamilbirds/) reveals that Sasikumar 
(4th December 2008) and Narayanan (18th December 2008) have 
reported an increase in the population of Glossy Ibis in recent 
years in the southern India, especially Kerala and Tamil Nadu. 
Sasikumar (ibid.) recorded a roosting population of nearly 8,000 
individuals in Peria Kammai, Ramanathapuram, Tamil Nadu. 
One could argue that with the increased number of birdwatchers, 
sightings of birds have also increased, but overall, the Glossy Ibis 
population boom is due to a genuine increase in its population. For 
the past two years Vedanthangal, like other parts of Tamil Nadu, 
experienced unusually good rainfall resulting in a majority of 
the wetlands filling up. Subsequently, birds started moving from 
Vedanthagal to Karikili lake (10 km from Vedanthangal) to breed. 
Earlier only ducks and teals were known to breed there. 

Since two years, the number of bird species breeding at 
Karikili has been generally increasing even though Vedanthangal 
has seen a decline in the numbers of breeding Little Cormorant 
Phalacrocorax niger, Grey Heron Ardea cinerea, Oriental White Ibis, 
and Eurasian Spoonbill. The resulting lack of competition for 
nesting sites at the latter may have encouraged Spot-billed Pelican 
and Painted Stork to breed in unusually larger numbers than the 
past. Finlayson et al. (2006) stated that due to climate change the 
populations of some species will decline, while others increase 
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in both size and distribution. Probably, this could be the reason 
for the change in the population structure of many of the birds 
in recent years in Vedanthangal. Leslie (2001) and Kingsford & 
Norman (2002) suggest that successful breeding often requires 
exceptional flooding events that last long enough for completion 
of the breeding cycle. Hence, lack of competition and the instance 
of exceptional flooding could be the likely factors for the Glossy 
Ibis breeding first time in Vedanthangal. 
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The Black Baza Aviceda leuphotes is represented on the Indian 
Subcontinent by two races of which A. l. syama is believed to 
be a winter visitor from the north-east that moves along the 

eastern seaboard to southern India and to Sri Lanka, where it is 
a rare and irregular winter vagrant (Naoroji 2006). Naoroji (2006) 
also mentions that there are a few sight records around Chennai 
and Point Calimere on the eastern coast, and the accompanying 
distribution map indicates that the birds are seen in Chennai, 
north of Chennai (Nellore?), and Point Calimere, besides other 
sites on the eastern coast on passage. However there appears to 
be a paucity of data on the sightings of the bird. In this note I have 
put together all my sightings along with a few reports that I had 
recorded in my notebook from Chennai.

I have seen the species 15 times in Chennai since December 1980 
up till February 1997. With the exception of two, all sightings were 
in Guindy National Park. The two exceptional sight records were 
at a mango grove at Manali-Madhavaram in northern Chennai 
suburbs and at the Theosophical Society Estate. 

The Black Baza is seen in Chennai between October and March. 
The earliest of these sightings was on 20th October (1990) and the 
latest on 19th March (1994). Tables 1–3 provide year-wise and 
month-wise summaries of my sightings. I have also incorporated 
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six additional sightings recorded by others (Kannan (1985), 
Kumaran Sathasivam, S.Thyagarajan, C.S. Swaminathan, Geetha 
Jaikumar, M. Nanda Kishore and B. Rajashekar).

These tables indicate that the Black Baza is far from being 
a ‘stray’ visitor to the city as was suggested by the Wikipedia 
article on Black Baza (accessed on 23rd November 2008). It also 
suggests that the birds may not just be passage migrants as felt 
by Naoroji (2006) but are regular winter visitors with sightings 
in every month between October and March. There have been 
regular reports of this species at the Guindy National Park since 
the early 1970s by groups of birdwatchers (Selvakumar et. al. 
1981). However, on perusal of some earlier literature, I came across 
the records by Jerdon from ‘near Nellore’ (1862; 1: 111) and the 
Madras Museum specimen procured from the city (date and exact 
locality not specified) – (Satyamurti 1970).More recently there 
have been sightings from the Sriharikota Island, Nellore district 
in the months of November (12th and 14th ) and February (6th ) 
(Manakadan et.al. in prep.).

Elsewhere, I have come across the baza in the Western 
Ghats:

Mundanturai Tiger Reserve (Tirunelveli district, Tamil Nadu): • 
17th January 1988: 10–15; 17th January 1989: 9 (coincidentally 
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Table 3. Group-size distribution

Group size 1 2 3 4 ?

Frequency 5 5 8 1 1

Black Baza Aviceda leuphotes, Thattekad, Kerala, November 2008.

Table 2. Month-wise sighting frequency

Month # Sightings

October 1
November 2
December 2

January 4
February 7

March 4
Total 20
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Table 1. Year-wise sightings of the Black Baza in Chennai

Year # Sightings

1980 1
1981 1
1982 2
1983 3
1984 1
1985 2
1986 3
1987 0
1988 2
1989 1
1990 2
1991 0
1992 0
1993 0
1994 1
1995 0
1996 0
1997 2

(Note: the years during which there are no sightings represent the 
period when the author was away from Chennai)

Ram
ki Sreenivasan

both sightings were on the same date on two 
consecutive years and at the same spot—off 
Puckle’s path; however, I am not too confident 
about the group size on the first occasion).
Aralam Wildlife Sanctuary (Kannur district, • 
Kerala): 10th March 2000: 3.
Periyar Tiger Reserve (Idukki district, Kerala): 6th • 
January 2008: 2.

My only sightings of this species in the north have 
been at the Aibheel Tea Estate in the Jalpaiguri Dist. of 
West Bengal on 14th April 2008 (4 birds) and on 15th 
April 2008 (2).

Santharam: Black Baza in Chennai
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The family Rallidae, represented by 19 spp. in India—
including rails, crakes, gallinule, coot and finfoot—are small 
to medium-sized birds mainly inhabiting reedy swamps, 

mangroves and paddy fields. A few of these species, specifically 
the rails and crakes, are notorious for their skulking habits and 
are rarely flushed, and are thus comparatively little known. One 
such species, the Slaty-breasted Rail Rallus striatus was observed in 
the Wildlife Institute of India (WII) campus located in Dehradun. 
This species was also observed to breed inside the campus and 
here we report on these observations. The record of this species 
is also of some significance considering it’s patchy distribution 
range within India, and the fact that it was previously recorded 
only from eastern parts of the state of Uttaranchal (Rasmussen & 
Anderton 2005). 

On 25th July 2007, around 1030 hrs, we saw a waterhen-like 
bird wading in a small streamlet flowing through the campus. 
On noticing us the bird quickly moved into the vegetation, only 
to return a little later. And, this time it, though conscious of our 
presence, continued to wade along the stream. The red colouration 
of the beak, the characteristic reddish brown colour of the head, 
the slaty-grey breast feathers, and the fine white barring on the 
bird identified it as a Slaty-breasted Rail Rallus striatus (Fig. 1). 
The rail moved over to a small rock along the watercourse and 
perching on it, started to preen.

WII campus is interspersed with a few perennial water sources 
and a small man-made lake, and along these watercourses dense 
stands of Sapium sebiferum grow and along some parts reeds of 
Typha elephantina occur, while the vegetation within the campus 
is marked by a luxuriant growth of sal Shorea robusta with a 
dense under-storey dominated by Lantana camara and Jasminum 
multiflorum bushes.

The rail was again seen at the same location on 1st August 
2007 and to our great surprise it was with eight precocious chicks! 
The chicks were in down, black in colour, and appeared to have 
possibly hatched only few days ago. Over the next couple of days, 
the rail, with its chicks, was regularly sighted at the same location, 
during the late morning hours; the adult on the rock preening, 
while the chicks wading in the stream. Then, all of a sudden the 
rail family was not seen for several days, and we suspected the 
birds might have moved off to a different part of the stream. On 
15th August 2007, a single rail chick, now larger, about the size 
of a quail Coturnix sp., was seen at the same location where the 
adult rail was first spotted. Interestingly, this chick appeared to be 
alone and already independent. Its beak was longer and reddish 
in colour, and the overall plumage was brown with dark brown 
streaks on the back as reported for young birds by Ali & Ripley 
(2001). The belly and wing had faint white barring, and the throat 
was buff white (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 1. Slaty-breasted Rail Rallus striatus in Dehradun, India.
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The fate of the other chicks was not known and even along 
other parts of the stream there were no signs of the birds including 
the adult. Considering their skulking habits it is possible that we 
missed spotting the birds, however, we wondered whether the 
other chicks had been predated. The lone chick was repeatedly 
sighted for a few more days—it was last seen was on 22nd August 
2007. Going by the severity of winter in Dehradun and the fact 
that many resident birds migrate locally from the campus, we 
suspected the rail had departed too. In the summer of 2008, 
we awaited the arrival of the Slaty-breasted Rail, hoping that it 
would breed again on the campus. And to our joy, a single adult 
Slaty-breasted Rail was seen at the same location along the stream 
on 28th June 2008 at 1245 hrs. Alas this was the only sighting in 
2008. Ali & Ripley (2001) report that this species is resident, but 
moves about locally under the stress of drought or flood. Thus, 
this breeding record of the Slaty-breasted Rail in the WII campus 
may have been a result of such movements. 

Within the WII campus seven other species of Rallids have 
been recorded previously, namely, Water Rail Rallus aquaticus, 
Baillon’s Porzana pusilla, Brown P. akool and Ruddy-breasted 
Crakes P. fuscata, White-breasted Waterhen Amaurornis phoenicurus, 
Common Moorhen Gallinula chloropus, and Eurasian Coot Fulica 
atra. White-breasted Waterhen and Common Moorhen have been 
observed to regularly breed within the campus while the other 
species are only occasionally seen. 

Fig. 2. Juvenile Slaty-breasted Rail Rallus striatus.
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The Common Moorhen Gallinula chloropus is a widespread 
and common wetland bird species globally, also occurring 
commonly in India. There are very few observations of 

predation on this species (Bannor & Kiviat 2002). On 8th March 
2009 we fished out a large African catfish Clarias gariepinus at 
Keoladeo Ghana National Park (KGNP) as part of a reconnaissance 
study on the diet of this invasive fish species. We retrieved a freshly 
eaten carcass of an adult Common Moorhen from the stomach 
of the fish. The fish measured 72 cm from snout to tail tip with a 
gape of 14.5 cm. 

Fish predation on birds in freshwater habitats is not uncommon, 
though usually chicks are taken (Lagler 1956). Predation of adult 
waterbirds is commoner in marine habitats, which have larger 
fish (Glegg 1945, 1947; Straneck et al. 1983; Carlson et al. 2002). 
Common Moorhen mortality records by fish are very rare and are 
from outside India. Chicks have been recovered from stomachs of 
largemouth bass Micropterus salmoides (Bell & Cordes 1977), and 

one adult each has been recovered from the stomach of pike Esox 
lucius (Glegg 1947) and eel Anguilla anguilla (Glegg 1945).

The African catfish is a very widespread invasive fish species 
and is suspected to be a major threat to native fish fauna (Casal 
2006; de Silva et al. 2009). It is an omnivore / predator that feeds 
mostly on fish (de Graaf & Janssen 1996), and birds have not 
been recorded in its diet before. The fish was first seen in KGNP 
in 2004 (BAK pers. obs.). It is thought to have been distributed to 
villagers in surrounding villages for pisciculture and is believed 
to have entered the park by accident. It is a hardy species that 
can survive dry seasons due to the presence of its accessory air 
breathing organs (de Graaf & Janssen 1996). It is possible that 
local fish species are being out-competed by this fast growing 
and rapidly reproducing invasive. Owing to the wide head of the 
African catfish, the bigger individuals are not eaten by waterbirds 
in the park; the Great White Pelican Pelecanus onocrotalus has been 
observed to choke on this species (BAK pers. obs.). This invasive 
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Common Moorhen Gallinula chloropus

species therefore appears to be a serious and new problem to 
KGNP’s ecosystem owing to its potential to out-compete and / 
or crowd out local fish species thereby reducing the prey-base 
for waterbirds, and predating on waterbirds. An appraisal of the 
impact of the fish on local fauna is currently being planning. 
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Distribution
The Asian Brown Flycatcher Muscicapa dauurica poonensis winters 
in peninsular India (primarily south of the Vindhya range), 
Sri Lanka, Andamans (at least South, Middle, associated islets, 
Barren and Narcondam islands) and Nicobars (at least Car and 
Central) in low country up to 1000 m. On passage the species has 
been recorded through much of the Indian Peninsula and rarely 
east to Meghalaya and north-east Bangladesh (Rasmussen & 
Anderton 2005). 

It is a summer visitor to the Himalayan foothills from the 
Murree Hills (Pakistan) to Nepal and perhaps Bhutan, and locally 
in hills of central India, breeding at 1,200–2,600 m. A third disjunct 
population is resident (or summer visitor) and breeds locally in the 
Western Ghats and its associated ranges, and probably the Satpura 
Hills and Eastern Ghats ranges (Rasmussen & Anderton 2005). 

In Gujarat it was recorded in the Dangs forest (Ali 1955), near 
Sasan in the Gir forest in March 1966 (Raol 1966), and on the 
grounds of Vijay Vilas Palace, Mandvi, on 21st–22nd November 
1967 (Himmatsinhji 1968).

There are no documented records of its occurrence in Rajasthan 
prior to 2001 (Ali & Ripley 1996; Grimmett et al. 1998). However, 
one bird was recorded at Mount Abu, Sirohi district on 25th March 
2001 (Sangha & Devarshi 2004); on 28th May 2002 another was 
observed in the Range Forest Office, Kotra, Udaipur district by 
Dhirendra Devarshi and HSS; and a third was present on 3rd July 
2002 in the Forest Research Farm, Banki (Sisarma) in Udaipur 
district (Sharma 2002).

Breeding
The peninsular breeding range of the Asian Brown Flycatcher is 
poorly known (Rasmussen & Anderton 2005). Whistler & Kinnear 
(1932) presumed that a male (5th June 1929) and a female (1st 
June 1929), collected at 610 m in the Chitteri range (Tamil Nadu), 
were in their breeding quarters. Jackson (1971) found nests in 
March, April, and May, and observed young being fed in June in 
the Vandiperiyar-Peermade area (c. 914 m), Kerala. More recent 
breeding records are from the neighbourhood of Chennai (Tamil 
Nadu) where ‘juvenile birds with spotted plumage’ were seen 
on at least two occasions in July 1984 and 1990; from Rishi Valley, 
Chittoor district, Andhra Pradesh where juvenile birds were seen 
in July–August 1999 and June–July 2000; and from Peechi-Vazani 
Wildlife Sanctuary where a nest was found in March 1993 and a 
juvenile, with spots, seen in August 1991 (Santharam 2003). An 
adult was observed feeding a ‘fledgling capable of flying’ in Amla 
and Khokra forest blocks of the Gir Lion Sanctuary (Gujarat) on 
28th May 1988 (Mundkur 1990). In Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh, 
Pittie (2000) recorded a young bird in June. Probably based on 

Ghorpade’s (1974) observations that it is an uncommon resident 
in Sandur, eastern Karnataka, Grimmett et al (1998) have presumed 
that it breeds there.

Breeding record from Rajasthan
This note documents a previously unpublished breeding location 
with aspects of the site, situation and construction of two nests in 
Rajasthan. There is no previous information on these nidification 
details from Rajasthan.

Two active nests were found in Poonga Talab area (24º04΄N 
74º34΄E) near Dhariawad in Sitamata Wildlife Sanctuary, 
Rajasthan, in quite dense forest comprising teak Tectona grandis, 
bahera Terminalia behlerica, tendu Diospyros melanoxylon, dhak 
Butea monosperma, gurjan Lannea corromandelica and salar Boswellia 
serrata, with Lantana camara bushes dominating the middle level 
vegetation, and ponwar Cassia tora covering the ground. Both the 
nests were observed on 28th June, 3rd July and 18th July. We went 
to the site again on 9th August but did not see the birds.

A nest on a teak tree was c. 5 m above the ground and placed 
on the trifurcated forks of a branch c. 45 cm from the trunk of the 
tree. On 28th June and 3rd July the eggs were being incubated. 
Both parents were observed feeding three altricial nestlings in 
the nest on 18th July.

The second nest was in the lower canopy of a bahera tree c. 
5.5 m above the ground. It was placed on a bough and more or 
less wedged where it divided into four branches. On 28th June 
a bird was found incubating the eggs. On 3rd July both parents 
were observed feeding three chicks in the nest and on 18th July 

Nest of Asian Brown Flycatcher Muscicapa dauurica on teak.
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the family was seen c. 70 m away from the nest. Between 1525 
hrs and 1556 hrs both the parents fed the chicks 14 times on 3rd 
July. During the period of observation on 3rd July, four faecal sacs 
were also removed.

In both the trees the nests were similar in size and structure. 
The loose and untidy cups were composed of grasses, petioles, 
small pieces of dead leaves, and fine rootlets and were copiously 
lined with spiders’ webs. The two nests were less than 24 m apart 
from each other. The pair nesting in the bahera was sharing the 
tree with a breeding pair each of an Indian Golden Oriole Oriolus 
kundoo (in middle canopy) and a Black-headed Cuckoo-shrike 
Coracina melanoptera (in top canopy). 

Although Ali (1999) erred in stating that the nesting of the 
Asian Brown Flycatcher was ‘not yet recorded’ in Kerala1, Whistler 
& Kinnear (1932), Jackson (1971), Mundkur (1990), Pittie (2000), 
and Santharam (2003) have all separately indicated the breeding of 
the species from various parts of India. However, all have omitted 
details of breeding behaviour. Therefore, we have compared our 
observations with those given by various observers in Baker 
(1933). The first record of its breeding in India is that of Lt. B. A. 
G. Shelley (1894) who recorded it, along with Sgt. Kemp, in the 
Vindhya Range near Mhow (Madhya Pradesh) in June. With one 
exception they found all the nests on dwarf teak trees. Kemp 
described them as cups of moss and lichen, lined with roots and 
fibres and a few feathers, placed on horizontal boughs of small 
trees growing in forest nullahs. Davidson (1898) described the nest 
as a large, solid one, composed of green moss and lichen and with 
a few fibres and a few feathers, mostly orioles’. However, Brig. 
Gen. Bentham, who also collected nests from Mhow (Madhya 
Pradesh) in June and July, wrote to Baker (1933; 2: 217) that the 
birds bred on biggish trees about 30 feet (c. 9 m) or so from the 
ground and nests were made of moss, moss-roots, and lichen and 
lined with roots, and feathers.

Discussion
The two nests of Asian Brown Flycatcher in Sitamata were different 
from those described in Baker (1933). Shelley found the nests on 
‘dwarf teak trees’ and Kemp (in epist. to Baker 1933) on ‘small 
trees’. In Sitamata one nest was on a teak tree and another on a  
bahera tree. Shelley, and Kemp, found the nests in forest nullahs 
but in Sitamata the nesting trees stood on fairly flat and open 
land. Interestingly, both the nesting trees in Sitamata were quite 

Nest of Asian Brown Flycatcher Muscicapa dauurica on bahera.

close to the busy Pratapgarh–Dhariawad road, the teak being c. 4 
m and the bahera only c. 3.20 m from it. Moreover, the Sitamata 
nests comprised grasses, petioles, small pieces of dead leaves, and 
fine rootlets. There was no moss or lichen on either. The nest on 
the teak tree was copiously bound on the outside with spiders’ 
cobwebs—moss and lichen not being available at this altitude and 
climate. The Sitamata nests were lower (5 m & 5.5 m) than those 
described by Bentham (c. 9 m). The nests in Sitamata were less than 
24 m apart whereas del Hoyo et al. (2006) have reported that three 
pairs in a plantation were spaced at a distance of not less than 500 
m. Cramp & Perrins (1993) mention that the breeding population 
in India lives between c. 900 m and 1,800–1,900 m alt. in hill forests. 
However, in Sitamata the breeding birds were at c. 624 m.

The paucity of records indicates that the species is sparsely 
present in Rajasthan and possibly the birds found breeding in 
Sitamata and those recorded during March (Sangha & Devarshi 
2004), and May and July (Sharma 2002) are resident or arrive in 
Rajasthan in March–April and depart by September–October 
like the birds in the Himalayas and the Vindhya Range, to their 
migrating grounds in southern India.
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On 26th October 2008 I was photographing a female Red-
throated Flycatcher Ficedula parva on a tree behind my 
house in Morbi, Rajkot district, Gujarat (22°49΄N 70°50΄E) 

at approximately 1100 hrs. The Red-throated Flycatcher uses a 
branch on the tree behind my house as a perch quite regularly.

While photographing the bird, a very different type of 
flycatcher suddenly came on the tree. At first glance I thought that 
it was a Tickell’s Blue-Flycatcher Cyornis tickelliae, but it was quite 
different, and since I had seen lots of Tickell’s Blue-Flycatchers in 
Gir National Park (Gujarat), I realised that this bird was different. 
It had dark blue upperparts, much darker than C. tickelliae. It had 
a blue throat with a slight orange wedge, an orange breast with a 
white belly and vent. It had a slightly lighter blue on the crown. 
It was like a typical flycatcher, but perching high in the tree and 
making short sallies for insects. 

I took photographs of the bird and looked up reference 
books. I identified the bird as a male Blue-throated Flycatcher 
C. rubeculoides (Fig. 1). It was seen only for two days and was 
probably a passage migrant. There are no records from western 
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India in the reference books that I have access to (Grimmett et al. 
1998; Kazmierczak 2000). I have never seen it here before and I do 
not know if there are any previous records for Gujarat.

This sighting also shows that the migration routes of small 
birds, though widely studied, remain a mystery even today.
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Fig. 1. Blue-throated Flycatcher Cyornis rubeculoides in author’s 
backyard in Gujarat.
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Editor’s note: Perusal of published literature shows a trickle 
of Blue-throated Flycatcher sightings from western India. 
Rajasthan: Robson (1997) reported a sighting by Paul Holt 
at Bharatpur in February 1996, and Sangha & Naoroji (2003) 
reported a bird from the Thar Desert region of Kishangarh, 
Jaisalmer district. Gujarat: Jain et al. (2005) listed it from 
Ahmedabad, but this is an erroneous record for they meant 
the resident and common Tickell’s Blue-Flycatcher, making the 
above, the first report of the species from Gujarat. Maharashtra: 
Several reports listed in Prasad (2004, 2006). Goa: Saha & 
Dasgupta (1992) took a female specimen on 23rd March 1973 
and stated mysteriously, that it is “common in Goa during 
winter.” Several sightings reported by Lainer (1999, 2004), who 
also questioned Saha & Dasgupta’s (1992) statement about its 
commonness in Goa. Could it be possible that a small number 
of vagrants of the nominate Himalayan race migrate southward, 
to the southern Western Ghats, directly across western India?
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On 19th October 2008 at 1410 hrs while birding close 
to the Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP) outpost at 
Mipi (28º56’33”N 95º49’25”E), Upper Dibang Valley 

district, Arunachal Pradesh, we noticed a flock of c. 30 martins 
(Hirundinidae) flying over the Mathun River and surrounding 
fields. The initial impression, after a quick look through binoculars, 
was of Asian House Martin Delichon dasypus. While the birds were 
hawking in a loose association, photographs were taken, as images 
would prove more conclusive. Having secured some pictures we 
tried to get more details through binoculars. Fortunately for us 
the birds continued hawking and we were able to observe them 
for about 10–15 min. 

On returning to the circuit house at Anini (28º47’34”N 95º54’05”E) 
HSS had a proper look at the photographs. After zooming in on 
some of the better photographs and comparing with illustrations 
of martins in Grimmett et al. (1998), and Kazmierczak (2000), HSS 
realised that the birds were Northern House Martin Delichon urbica, 
a species not earlier recorded from north-eastern India.

The identification of the martins was fairly straightforward. 
The very extensive white on the lower back, including the upper 
tail coverts (more extensive than illustrations in Grimmett et 
al. 1998; Kazmierczak 2000; Rasmussen & Anderton 2005; and 
Turner & Rose 1989) contrasted sharply with otherwise black 
upperparts. The large white rump patch was striking even at long 
range. The under parts were white. The black tail was short and 
moderately forked. The vent and under tail coverts were white and 
extending almost up to the end of the tail. The flight was fluttery 
with frequent long glides. The birds, in too many ways, matched 
Northern House Martins!

Ali & Ripley (1986) considered Northern House Martin and 
Asian House Martin as one species. Due to similarity of plumage 
and morphology with Asian House Martin its distribution and 
status is unclear (Turner & Rose 1989). Northern House Martin is a 
summer visitor to mountains of northern Afghanistan, Karakorum 
of Baltistan and Hunza, inner Himalaya in Ladakh, and Spiti in 
Himachal Pradesh. It occurs on passage through western parts 
of the Indian Subcontinent (east at least to western Nepal), a 
few (mainly first winter migrants) winter in or pass through the 
Western Ghats, and have been sight recorded in the Maldives and 
Lakshdweep (Rasmussen & Anderton 2005). The species is not 
listed in Choudhury (2006). Thus the birds at Mipi constitute not 
only the first record of the species from Arunachal Pradesh but 
also north-eastern India.

The regional status of D. u. 
lagopodum, which has a larger white 
rump patch (including upper tail 
coverts) and shallower tail fork 
than the regional D. u. meridionale, 
is unresolved. It reportedly winters 
in Assam (Vaurie 1959) but most, if 
not all, specimens in the University 
of Michigan Museum of Zoology are 
D. u. dasypus (Rasmussen & Anderton 
2005). However, lagopodum definitely 
winters to northern Myanmar, and so 
is likely to be present in the region 
(Rasmussen & Anderton 2005).

In Myanmar, Smythies observed 
or collected the Siberian–Mongolian 
race lagopodum on numerous occasions in the Pegu Yomas, Karen 
Hills and Karenni. Tickell observed it at Moulmein, Livesey in 
Taunggyi and Roseveare in central Myanmar (Smythies 1986). 

It is likely that the species winters or occurs during passage 
in north-eastern India.

As a family they are easy to identify, but the family includes 
closely related and similar species and in some plumages 
identification is not easy. So it is likely the species has been 
overlooked among the more numerous Hirundines in north-
eastern India.
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The Black Bulbul (Family Pycnonotidae, Order Passeriformes) 
has recently been split into two species—the Himalayan 
Black Bulbul Hypsipetes leucocephalus and the Square-tailed 

Black Bulbul H. ganeesa (Rasmussen & Anderton 2005; del Hoyo 
et al. 2005). These are distributed in South and Southeast Asia 
from Afghanistan in the west to Vietnam in the east (del Hoyo 
et al. 2005). Twelve subspecies (or races) of both species have 
been recognised in different parts of the species’ range (Table 1; 
Ali & Ripley 1983; del Hoyo et al. 2005; Rasmussen & Anderton 
2005). Three of these subspecies (stresemanni, leucothorax and 
leucocephalus) differ from the others in having a white head, 
throat and/or upper breast, contrasting strongly with a smoky 
blackish-grey or black body. The species is classified by the IUCN 
as of Least Concern (LC) because it has a wide geographical range 
and is common in some parts of its range (IUCN Red List). Three 
subspecies have been recorded from India. These are psaroides of 

the Himalaya and north-eastern Indian hills, nigrescens from parts 
of north-eastern India, and ganeesa from the Western Ghats (Ali & 
Ripley 1983; del Hoyo et al. 2005; Rasmussen & Anderton 2005). 
None of these races have white heads.

We (US and SD) conducted a bird survey from November 
2008 to January 2009 in the community forests in Vijoynagar 
circle, which is situated east of Namdapha National Park, eastern 
Arunachal Pradesh (India). The area lies between the Patkai Hills 
to the south and the Mishmi Hills and the Himalaya to the north 
(Fig. 1). Myanmar surrounds the survey area on its east, north 
and south. 

During the course of our survey, we had several sightings 
of a white-headed race of the Black Bulbul (Figs. 2 and 3) at two 
locations (Fig. 1). We tentatively identified these birds as belonging 
to the subspecies stresemanni because all birds we observed had 
entirely blackish-grey bodies without the paler grey tones seen 
in leucocephalus (del Hoyo et al. 2005). It is possible that the birds 

belonged to the subspecies leucothorax, 
which is supposedly ‘inseparable’ 
from stresemanni in the field (del Hoyo 
et al. 2005). Further, we tentatively 
identified these birds as belonging to 
the subspecies stresemanni because the 
white on the throat does not extend to 
the lower breast, as it does in the races 
leucocephalus and leucothorax. Details of 
these sightings are provided in Table 
2. At both locations, the white-headed 
birds were part of large fluid flocks (up 
to 100 birds), of Black Bulbul Hypsipetes 
leucocephalus psaroides, the Himalayan 
black-headed race. The white-headed 
birds mixed freely with black-headed 
ones and foraged along with them. 
Black Bulbuls of both subspecies were 
found together in orchards of cultivated 
persimmon Diospyros kaki and were 
observed feeding on ripe persimmon 
fruits. The calls of stresemanni were very 
similar to those of psaroides. Prior to this, 
the known non-breeding distribution of 
stresemanni was in Thailand and Laos 
(del Hoyo et al. 2005) and, a single 1995 
record from Bangladesh (Thompson & 
Johnson 2003).

These birds have been visiting the 
area for the last two winter seasons—

Fig. 1. Locations of ‘white-headed’ Black Bulbul Hypsipetes leucocephalus sightings in eastern 
Arunachal Pradesh. Source: Nature Conservation Foundation.
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Table 1. Distribution of Black Bulbul Hypsipetes leucocephalus subspecies (del Hoyo et al. 2005; Rasmussen & Anderton 2005)
Subspecies Distribution White-headed

humii* Sri Lanka No
ganeesa* Western Ghats of India No
psaroides NE Afghanistan, N Pakistan east to NE India, S Tibet, NW Myanmar, old records from C India No

nigrescens NE India (E Assam, Manipur), W Myanmar No
concolor E Myanmar, S China, Indochina No
ambiens NE Myanmar, S China No
sinensis Breeds S China, non-breeding W Thailand, Laos, Vietnam No

stresemanni Breeds S China, non-breeding Thailand, Laos, single record from Bangladesh (Thompson & Johnson 
2003)

Yes

leucothorax Breeds C China, non-breeding W, N & E Myanmar, N & NE Thailand, N Vietnam Yes
leucocephalus Breeds SE China, non-breeding E Myanmar, N Indochina Yes

nigerrimus Taiwan No
perniger S China, possibly N Vietnam No

* Subspecies ganeesa of Ali & Ripley (1983) has been elevated to species status, and named Square-tailed Black Bulbul Hypsipetes ganeesa (Rasmussen 
& Anderton 2005; del-Hoyo et al. 2005). The subspecies humii of Ali & Ripley (1983) is now treated as a race of the Square-tailed Black Bulbul 
(Rasmussen & Anderton 2005; del Hoyo et al. 2005). del Hoyo et al. (2005) therefore, list ten races of Himalayan Black Bulbul H. leucocephalus and 
two of Square-tailed Black Bulbul H. ganeesa.
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Table 2. Details of sightings of ‘white-headed’ Black Bulbul Hypsipetes leucocephalus stresemanni
Date Time Location Latitude Longitude Altitude Habitat Number

27th December 2008 0830 hrs Hazulu 27˚12’25.8’’N 96˚57’26.2’’E 992 m Orchard, garden 4
2nd–3rd January 2009 All day Musala 27˚18’34.8’’N 96˚54’40.8’’E 1,258 m Orchard c. 20

Fig. 2. Black Bulbul Hypsipetes leucocephalus stresemanni / leucothorax in Changlang district, eastern Arunachal Pradesh.

Srinivasan et al.: ‘White-headed’ Black Bulbul in India
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Fig. 3: Black Bulbul Hypsipetes leucocephalus stresemanni / leucothorax in a persimmon orchard, Changlang district, eastern Arunachal Pradesh. Note 
the presence of Black Bulbuls of the race psaroides to the left.
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2007–2008 and 2008–2009 (KY). The Black Bulbul H. l. psaroides is 
well-known in the area, especially since it is a frequent raider of 
persimmon orchards, and has at least two local names (Chamtakye 
and Nye-m-ne) in the Lisu language. The local people who 
cultivate persimmon make some effort to drive these birds off 
fruiting trees. In addition, several biologists have been visiting 
the area in winter for the past six years and have never noted this 
subspecies, although the Himalayan psaroides is very conspicuous 
and commonly sighted in large flocks in the area (Aparajita 
Datta, Rohit Naniwadekar, and M. O. Anand—pers. comm.). It 
is highly unlikely therefore, that this species has been a regular 
winter visitor to the area and has been overlooked until now. Our 
sightings are the first records of a white-headed subspecies of the 
Black Bulbul from India and a significant winter range extension 
of this subspecies. 
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Barriers to migration
On 9th May 2009, thousands of people around the world attended 
World Migratory Bird Day (WMBD) events, which highlighted the 
barriers birds face during their long journeys. BirdLife Partners 
around the world are taking part, and are involved in joined up 
conservation projects to reduce threats faced by migratory birds. 
The theme for this year’s WMBD—Barriers to migration—aims to 
raise awareness of some of the obstructions birds face during their 
migration. Apart from the innumerable natural obstacles faced, 
they also have to maneuvere around multitudes of man-made 
obstacles like power lines, wind farms, television and mobile 
phone transmission masts, glass windows, tall buildings, and other 
structures. These man-made structures cause bird collisions that 
could result in fatalities. Many birds, especially those that migrate 
at night, do not recognise these new obstacles and subsequently 
collide with power lines, or crash into glass windows. One of the 
most susceptible types of migrants are soaring birds like raptors. 
These birds are funneled, in thousands each year, along predictable 
routes, avoiding large bodies of water and high mountains. Effects 
of man-made barriers in these migration bottlenecks is very high. 
BirdLife’s Migratory Soaring Birds project aims to address these 
threats, as well as habitat alteration, pollution, and illegal hunting, 
by working with key economic sectors to better understand the 
underlying causes of the threats to soaring birds, and develop 
best practice guidelines. This will be achieved through regional 
awareness raising and training, combined with six pilot projects 
in partnership with the key stakeholders across the Middle East 
and north-eastern Africa. Courtesy: www.birdlife.org.

Birdfair/RSPB Research Fund for Endangered Birds 
The RSPB invites applications for funding from the 2009 Birdfair/
RSPB Research Fund for Endangered Birds, which will remain 
open until 30th September 2009. This fund provides assistance of 
up to $2,000 to researchers working on birds listed by IUCN as 
Endangered, Critically Endangered, or Data Deficient. Successful 
research projects will be intimated by 30th December 2009. 
Application forms may be downloaded from the RSPB website: 
www.rspb.org.uk/ourwork/science/international/smallgrants/
endangeredbirdgrants.asp.

From the field
Spring migration is in full swing and a whole lot of birds on 
passage are being reported from seemingly unlikely locations. 
Add to that the extra long weekends this year! Most birders 
are out in the field with their binoculars and cameras—a lot is 
happening around. Ravi Potluri and others reported a checklist 
of more than 200 species from a birding tour in Bhutan between 
2nd and 10th April 2009 with sightings of Satyr Tragopan Tragopan 
melanocephalus, Himalayan Monal Lophophorus impejanus, Blood 
Pheasant Ophrysia superciliosa, Rufous-necked Hornbill Aceros 
nipalensis, Fire-tailed Myzornis Myzornis pyrrhoura, Cutia Cutia 
nipalensis, Yellow-rumped Honeyguide Indicator xanthonotus, 
Spotted Laughingthrush Garrulax ocellatus and Slender-billed 

Scimitar-Babbler Xiphirhynchus superciliaris (Courtesy: DelhiBird). 
About 20 Black-tailed Godwits Limosa limosa and one Lesser Sand 
Plover Charadrius mongolus were recorded on 9th May 2009 from 
Ambazari Lake in Nagpur by Rohit Chakravarty, presumably on 
passage (Courtesy: birdsofnagpur). Raju Kasambe recorded Black 
Drongo Dicrurus macrocercus attacking and trying to kill a small 
warbler—which escaped!—at the same location on 1st May 2009 
(Courtesy: nagpurbirds). K. B. Sadananda photographed a Pied Tit 
Parus nuchalis at Cauvery Wildlife Sanctuary, Karnataka in January 
2009, a confirmed sighting in southern India after close to a decade 
(Courtesy: BngBirds). Anand Arya and others reported a Baillon’s 
Crake Porzana pusilla at Olka Bird Park, Delhi on 1st May 2009 
(Courtesy: DelhiBird). Mandar Khadilkar reported more than 300 
spp., on an 18-day tour of north-eastern India in the first quarter 
of March 2009 with sightings of Jerdon’s Babbler Chrysomma 
altirostre, Lesser Grey-headed Fish-Eagle Ichthyophaga humilis, 
Blue-naped Pitta Pitta nipalensis from Kaziranga; Lesser Shortwing 
Brachypteryx leucophrys, Rufous-breasted Blue Flycatcher Ficedula 
hyperythra from Panbari; White-winged Duck Cairina scutulata 
at Nameri; Bugun Liocichla Liocichla bugunorum, Rusty-fronted 
Barwing Actinodura egertoni, Bhutan Laughingthrush Garrulax 
imbricatus, Ward’s Trogon Harpactes wardi, Gold-breasted Tit-
Babbler Alcippe chrysotis, Grey Peacock-Pheasant Polyplectron 
bicalcaratum, Rufous-necked Hornbill Aceros nipalensis, Beautiful 
Nuthatch Sitta formosa, Tibetan Siskin Carduelis thibetana from 
Eaglenest, Himalayan Buteo burmanicus and Upland Buzzard B. 
hemilasius from Sangti valley; Alpine Accentor Prunella collaris from 
Sella Pass; Yellow-rumped Honeyguide at Dirang and many other 
goodies (Courtesy: BirdsofBombay). On 1st May 2009, E. S. Praveen 
recorded a massive, 1,000-strong Wood Sandpiper Tringa glareola 
flock at Enamavu, Kerala—perhaps congregating before migration 
(Courtesy: KeralaBirder). Vijay Mohan Raj reported a Speckled 
Piculet Picumnus innominatus from Dandeli, Karnataka on 8th April 
2009 (Courtesy: Bngbirds). Bindu Kapadia reported Satyr Tragopan 
Tragopan melanocephalus, Broad-billed Flycatcher-Warbler Tickellia 
hodgsoni and White-browed Tit-Babbler Alcippe vinipectus at Neora 
Valley in Darjeeling Hills during 14th–22nd March 2009 (Courtesy: 
DelhiBird). Shashank Dalvi and Atul Jain reported Hodgson’s 
Frogmouth Batrachostomus hodgsoni in Eaglenest, Arunachal 
Pradesh in late March 2009 (Courtesy: DelhiBird). Sumit K. Sen 
reported Eyebrowed Thrush Turdus obscurus, Black-browed Reed 
Warbler Acrocephalus bistrigiceps and Western Crowned Warbler 
Phylloscopus occipitalis from Kolkota in April 2009, all first records 
for the city (Courtesy: www.kolkotabirds.com). L. Namassivayan 
reported more than 100 nests of Small Pranticole Glareola lactea 
from Malampuzha dam in Kerala on 24th April 2009. This is the 
largest nesting colony of this species in Kerala (Courtesy: www.
hindu.com). Garima Bhatia and friends reported a Rusy-tailed 
Flycatcher Muscicapa ruficauda, on passage, from Nandi Hills, 
Bangalore on 10th April 2009 (Courtesy: Bngbirds). On 6th April 
2009, Charlie Moores and Mike Prince recorded Pied Thrush 
Zoothera wardii, Sulphur-bellied P. griseolus and Hume’s Warbler P. 
humei at the same location (Courtesy: OrientalBirding). Bill Harvey 
reported Bengal Florican Houbaropsis bengalensis, a nesting female 
Great Pied Hornbill Buceros bicornis, Yellow-breasted Emberiza 
aureola and Black-faced Buntings E. spodocephala, Himalayan 
Rubythroat Luscinia pectoralis and Red-capped Babbler Timalia 

— In the news1 —
Compiled by Praveen J.

1 For the period 15th March–15th May 2009.
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pileata from Kaziranga, Assam, 2nd–3rd March 2009 (Courtesy: 
OrientalBirding). Jagmohan Garg photographed an immature 
Watercock Gallicrex cinerea in Uppalapadu, Andhra Pradesh on 31st 
March 2009 (Courtesy: bsap_online). Prashanth Badarinath reported 
four Blue-winded Parakeets Psittacula columboides in Bilikal State 
Forest in Karnataka, which is about 60 km away from the nearest 
habitat for the species (Courtesy: Bngbirds). Sandeep Das recorded a 
Greater Spotted Eagle Aquila clanga stealing the prey of a Peregrine 
Falcon Falco peregrinus calidus at Adat Kole, Kerala on 15th 
March 2009 (Courtesy: KeralaBirder). Santosh Martin reported the 
presence of 200 Demoiselle Cranes Grus virgo at Sirguppa beside 
the Tungabhadra River while Vijay Mohan Raj reported about 40 
at Hidkal dam—both locations in northern Karnataka (Courtesy: 
BngBirds). David Raju reported close to 300 spp. during a 15-day 
trip in mid-March 2009 to Nainital-Corbett and surroundings. 
The list includes Cheer Pheasant Catreus wallichii, Spotted-winged 
Grosbeak Mycerobas melanozanthos and Black-throated Accentor 
Prunella atrogularis (Courtesy: KeralaBirder). 

A wader atlas for Africa-Western Eurasian region
The Atlas of wader populations in Africa and Western Eurasia is a 
milestone publication presenting the current knowledge of the 
numbers, distribution and movements of waders in the Africa–
Western Eurasia region. Compiled over a decade, the Atlas is 
beautifully illustrated and provides maps, trends, and a wealth 
of detailed information on this remarkable group of birds. This 
Atlas is the latest in a line of flyway atlases that clearly demonstrate 
the need for international collaboration in the conservation 
of migratory birds. It brings together, for the first time, all the 
information that might be needed to act for the conservation 
of wader species in the African–West Eurasian region. Waders 
are one of the most migratory groups of birds and successful 
conservation demands a strongly international approach. Data 
provided by thousands of experts, most of them volunteers, from 
over 80 countries, have been combined with published results of 
bird ringing and national bird atlases. These data are presented on 
precise maps showing the population boundaries as well as areas 
used during breeding and non-breeding seasons, and key sites at 
every stage of a species’ life cycle (Courtesy: www.wetlands.org).

Fighting extinction of vultures—action in Gujarat 
Taking a serious view of the disappearing vultures in the state, the 
Gujarat Environment and Ecology Research Foundation (GEER 
Foundation) has sought greater involvement of naturalists and 
wildlife enthusiasts in the conservation of endangered vultures. 
At a meeting held in Gandhinagar, it was proposed to defer the 
vulture census till early next year when the weather would be 
more conducive for the exercise. The conservationists invited for 
the meeting suggested a change in the method of conducting the 
census, which is also being considered by the forest department. 
According to information obtained under the Right to Information 
Act, the forest department has spent eighty-four lakhs Rupees 
on vulture conservation through GEER Foundation in the last 
five years! Even though the vulture census figures are alarming, 
resulting in an outcry from the state’s conservationists, it is 
worth mentioning that Gujarat is perhaps the only state that has 
such a method in place to locate vulture colonies, study nesting 
habits and an elaborate conservation plan. In Gujarat, Birds 
Conservation Society for Gujarat (BCSG) has a special vulture 
cell with volunteers dedicated to their protection. BCSG now 
has volunteers all over the state creating fenced feeding sites for 
vultures, where carcasses are dumped for vultures to feed on 
(Courtesy: http://epaper.dnaindia.com).

Migratory birds test negative for avian influenza
Over 500 swab samples collected so far from migratory birds under 
an international surveillance project on avian influenza, initiated 
in the Koonthankulam Bird Sanctuary in Tamil Nadu and Chilika 
Lake in Orissa, in December 2008, have tested negative for the 
highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) H5N1 strain, according 
to the BNHS. The project was part of a global programme to study 
the ecological habits of water birds, the interaction among wild 
and domestic birds, movement of avian influenza viruses and 
other pathogens in the Central Asian Flyway. The H5N1 strain that 
caused deaths in domestic poultry and birds in India and in many 
other countries in Asia, Africa and Europe since 2003 was the focus 
of the study. Under the project, ten Bar-headed Geese Anser indicus, 
six Northern Pintail Anas acuta and four Garganey A. querquedula 
were fitted with specially designed satellite transmitters in Tamil 
Nadu to study their migratory movements. Some other bird 
species were fitted with the transmitters in Orissa. Using global 
positioning system, the bird movements were tracked to enable 
scientists to determine whether there was any relation between 
bird locations and (HPAI) H5N1 outbreaks along migratory 
pathways. The study was jointly undertaken by the Union 
Ministry of Environment and Forests, Ministry of Agriculture with 
technical inputs from the Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations (FAO)-India, EMPRES-Wildlife Unit - Rome, 
BNHS, Wetlands International, and experts in bird capture and 
satellite telemetry from the United States Geological Survey. 
Scott Newman, Animal Health Officer, FAO, is the international 
coordinator for the project and Dr S. Balachandran, BNHS is the 
national coordinator in India (Courtesy: www.hindu.com).

Rhys Green awarded the Godman-Salvin Medal
An RSPB research scientist has received a rare honour for his work 
protecting threatened bird species. The British Ornithologists’ 
Union (BOU) has awarded Rhys Green the Godman-Salvin 
Medal—making him only the 24th recipient in nearly 90 years. 
The honour came at the recent BOU conference and celebrates 
his work studying the effects of development, farming, and 
climate change on bird populations. Previous recipients of the 
medal have included pioneering ornithologist and founder of 
the World Wildlife Fund, Max Nicholson; current BOU president 
and Royal Warden of the Swans, Professor Christopher Perrins 
and Henry Witherby, author of The handbook of British birds. BOU 
have awarded it to Rhys because of his longstanding work with 
the RSPB and in particular his studies with Stone Curlews. Rhys 
has contributed both in publishing the science and implementing 
the conservation action with the RSPB. 

Rhys Green has been a special friend of India, since his 
participation in the conservation work of critically endangered 
species like the Jerdon’s Courser Rhinoptilos bitorquatus and the 
Gyps spp. vultures. Indian Birds and the New Ornis Foundation 
congratulate Rhys on this happy occasion! (Courtesy: www.rspb.
org.uk.)

Errata
Indian Birds Volume 4 Number 5 (September–October) 2008
Pages 163–164: the photographs (Figs. 1–4) are all by Raghavji Balar and 
not by Pravin Indrekar, as mentioned. The error is regretted.
Page 174: the photograph was taken in Nagaland and not the 
Andamans, as mentioned.
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